ABSTRACT
MCCAIG, JOSEPH. Probing the Active Sites in Ni/Aluminosilicate Catalysts for Heterogeneous
Ethylene Oligomerization. (Under the direction of Dr. H. Henry Lamb).
Shale gas (natural gas associated with shale oil production) typically contains sufficient
natural gas liquids (NGL, primarily ethane and propane) to justify separation and upgrading (e.g.,
by conversion to olefins); however, typical conversion technology (thermal cracking) is only
economical at very large scale and liquefaction and transportation costs for NGL are prohibitive.
Integrated oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane and fixed-bed heterogeneous ethylene
oligomerization (EO) provided a potential valorization route that can be performed on site using
modular processing systems. Ni/aluminosilicates are widely acknowledged as superior EO
catalysts owing to their inexpensive preparation, stability and high yield of liquid-range (C4-C12)
alkenes at comparatively mild conditions (T<250°C, P<30 bar). Moreover, choice of catalyst
support and reaction parameters allows for optimum control of alkene product distribution. This
investigation focuses on two families of Ni/aluminosilicate catalysts: Ni-H-Beta prepared by ion
exchange of crystalline microporous zeolite Beta with Ni2+ ions and Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 prepared by
impregnation with Ni(NO3)2 or grafting with Ni(II) bis-acetylacetonate (acac).
Ni-H-Beta catalysts were prepared by ion exchange of H-Beta and NH4-Beta with aqueous
Ni2+ ions and characterized by H2 temperature programmed reduction (TPR), NH3 temperature
programmed desorption (TPD), and diffuse-reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy
(DRIFTS). The catalysts contain EO-active Ni2+ ions occupying Beta exchange positions. Visible
by DRIFTS, perturbed TOT vibrations suggest Ni2+ ions interact strongly with the zeolite
framework . Exchange of NH4-Beta results in ~25% higher Ni2+ loading compared to exchange of
H-Beta (and concomitantly higher EO conversion), because hydrolysis of Si-OH-Al Brønsted acid
sites (BAS) reduces zeolite ion-exchange capacity. Ni-H-Beta prepared by exchange of H-Beta

comprises Ni2+ ions, [NiOH]+ and NiO species. The concentration of [NiOH]+ depends on the
number of exchanges; [NiOH]+/H+ pairs dehydrate to bare Ni2+ upon activation at 500°C.
Decomposition of adsorbed NH3 to H2 and N2 during TPD is observed, consistent with the strong
Lewis acidity of bare Ni2+ ions in Beta.
Ni-H-Beta and Ni-Na-Beta catalysts were prepared by conventional aqueous Ni2+ exchange
of H-Beta or Na-Beta and by competitive exchange (co-exchange), whereby the solution contained
a tenfold excess of the parent cation or parent-cation precursor. Conventional exchange of Na-Beta
results in a catalyst displaying BAS because Na+ ions are exchanged for [NiOH]+/H+ pairs. Ni-NaBeta prepared by co-exchange is largely BAS-free and contains Ni2+ counterions , ~50% of which
occupy the highly coordinated γ exchange sites. NH4+ co-exchange of H-Beta protects framework
Al3+ (FAl) from hydrolysis. The resulting Ni-H-Beta catalysts display Ni2+ ions

located

predominantly in the less-coordinated and channel-accessible β site. EO performed under integral
conditions reveals all catalysts to be active roughly in line with Ni loading, including Ni-Na-Beta,
indicating that BAS are not required in EO active-site formation. Excluding Ni-Na-Beta, which
contains the highest fraction of inaccessible γ-site Ni2+, when tested under differential conditions
EO rates scale almost linearly with Ni loading, reaching a maximum of 3.1x10-5 molC2/gcats at
120°C and 26 of pure ethylene.
Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 catalysts were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation and characterized
by TPR, TPD, DRIFTS of adsorbed CO, X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
with energy-dispersive X-ray mapping (HAADF-STEM EDX). The catalyst supports belong to
the Siralox-x family of Si-Al mixed-oxides, where x is SiO2 content by wt.%. Ni/Siralox-5 displays
only an EO-inactive NiAl2O4 spinel phase. Ni/Siralox-30 and Ni/Siralox-70 display some spectator

Ni2+ species (NiO, NiAl2O4) but are highly active EO catalysts because they exhibit bare Ni2+ ions
grafted to an amorphous SiO-Al2O3 (ASA) type phase. We infer the Ni2+ grafting sites to be vicinal
surface SiOH groups which display enhanced Brønsted acidity compared to those on amorphous
SiO2..Their acidity is promoted by the presence of nearby Al3+ ions which occupy the interstitial
sites of SiO2. Ni/Siralox-30 and Ni/Siralox-70 retain significant EO activity in the presence of
model feed contaminants (H2, CO etc.) at 225°C and 5.5 bar of ethylene. However, operation at
120°C and 13 bar causes activity loss which is not recoverable by thermal reactivation at 300°C.
Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 and Ni/SiO2 were prepared by grafting with Ni(II) bis(acetylacetonate) in
toluene. The former is comprised mostly of bare Ni2+ ligand-exchanged with ASA-type SiOH
groups, while Ni/SiO2 contains ~60% Ni2+ grafted to SiO2-type SiOH and ~40% NiO. Ni2+ ions
grafted to ASA are significantly more EO active than those grafted to SiO2, owing to the enhanced
Lewis acidity of the former. We infer that the Lewis acidity of bare grafted Ni2+ sites relates to the
Brønsted acidity of the precursor SiOH group.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1. Valorization of Stranded Ethylene
Compared to derivatives of crude oil or coal, natural gas is a relatively clean-burning fossil
fuel, as measured to by the quantity of particulate matter and CO2 evolved during combustion. The
advent of shale oil and gas technology has, over the last decade, significantly disrupted the
economics of natural gas production in the United States. Between 1975 and 2007, production in
the U.S. remained steady between 16 and 20 trillion cubic feet (tcf) per annum. Production rose
from 33.7 tcf per annum in 2008 to 33.7 tcf per annum 2019, an increase of 64% (Figure 1) [1].
Furthermore, natural gas pipeline infrastructure is typically decades old and ill-equipped to cope
with the recent supply surge [3]. In the case of ‘associated’ natural gas, a by-product of crude oil
production from hydraulic fracturing containing significant fractions of natural gas liquids, the
infrastructure is often non-existent [4]. Where pipelines are available, ethane is a problematic

Figure 1.1: Growth in total US natural gas production between 2004 and 2019.
Reproduced from reference [2].
1

component for isolated shale sites, such as the Bakken in Montana. Unlike the higher-molecular
weight natural gas liquids, liquefaction for transport is a significant technical challenge and
interstate pipeline specifications limit the fraction of ethane which may be transported with natural
gas. Consequently, a typical distributed crude production site in the Bakken may flare ~50% of
shale-ethane produced [5]. Underutilization of finite hydrocarbon resources in this manner is a
missed opportunity, economically speaking, but also results in significant CO2 emissions. A
promising alternative is the on-site, modular conversion of stranded natural gas to olefin liquids,
which can be transported from isolated gas production facilities with relative ease. The overall
process, including the work presented in this thesis, was investigated as part of the ‘Modular
Conversion Of Stranded Ethane To Liquid Fuels’ project funded by the Department of Energy
RAPID Institute. This gas-to-liquid technology has two underlying steps, the first of which, the
catalytic conversion of ethane to ethylene via chemical looping-oxidative dehydrogenation (CLODH), has been studied extensively [6,7]. Ethylene production by this route significantly reduces
energy consumption and carbon emissions compared to conventional steam cracking of ethane.
The second step upgrades ethylene to liquid C4-C12 alkenes via heterogeneous catalytic
oligomerization (EO), and the overall process is demonstrated as economically viable by detailed
process modelling [8]. Olefinic liquids can be further processed to yield transportation fuels but
have high value as feedstock for a host of other important commodity chemicals, such as plastics,
surfactants and lubricants [9]. The market for liquid olefins, worth $12 billion in 2016, is set to
surpass $19 billion by 2024 [10].

2

1.2. Heterogeneous Ethylene Oligomerization
The thermodynamically-favored and exothermic ethylene oligomerization reaction
proceeds first by dimerization of ethylene to butene followed by sequential addition of ethylene
units to the alkene oligomer chain:
Dimerization: 2C2H4 → C4H8 ∆HR = -105.4 kJ/mol
Chain Growth: C2H4 + CnH2n → Cn+2H2n+4
This true oligomerization pathway, catalyzed by Ni sites, results in even-numbered alkenes
displaying a Schulz-Flory distribution; meaning oligomer selectivity scales inversely with carbon
number (Figure 2) [11]. However, choice of catalyst and reactor conditions strongly influences
olefin distribution and maximum chain length [12]. Commercial processes for ethylene and light
olefin oligomerization have existed for many years, employing homogeneous complexed nickel
(Shell Higher Olefins Process) or aluminium alkyl (Chevron Gulf Process) catalysts, amongst
others [13]. Such processes suffer from the typical drawbacks of homogeneous conversion:
cumbersome separation of catalyst from product and environmental unfriendliness. Consequently,
research during the last decade has focused on heterogeneous EO catalysts for fixed-bed flow
reactors, with nickel species ‘immobilized’ onto porous inorganic-oxide supports. EO catalysts of
this type were first tested in the 1950s, specifically, Ni supported on SiO2-Al2O3 was investigated
by Philips Petroleum Company and found to be active [14]. The topic did not attract much attention
for another two decades, until work was published on Ni-Y and Rh-Y zeolites in 1975 [15]. The
volume of research and patent literature further expanded in the 1980s, and attention switched to
solid-acid and aluminosilicate supported-Ni catalysts. The ‘Mobil Olefins to Gasoline and
Distillate’ (MOGD) process demonstrated feasibility, on the pilot scale, of light olefin
oligomerization over acidic H-ZSM-5 zeolites [16]. Zeolites Ni-X and Ni-ZSM-5, Ni/SiO2 and
3

Ni/sulphated-Al2O3 were also investigated, suggesting by comparison that Ni on supports lacking
strong acid sites are poor EO catalysts. Solid acid catalysts require temperatures in excess of 350°C
to demonstrate acceptable activity levels, by which point conversion is limited by thermodynamics
and coking leads to rapid deactivation [17]. It was quickly apparent that Ni species supported on
Brønsted-acidic aluminosilicates are superior EO catalysts; they are convenient and inexpensive
to prepare and exhibit high yields to liquid range (C6-C12) oligomers at mild temperatures (< 250
°C) and pressures (15 bar or less). In addition, Brønsted acid sites substantially impact EO product
distribution via co-oligomerization, cracking and isomerization of the primary oligomerization
products [18]. C6-C14 oligomers containing a high fraction of branched alkenes are more
favorable for gasoline blending [19]. Since 1990, a substantial body of work has been published
on these materials for EO. Investigated systems include (but are not limited to) Ni exchanged
zeolites Ni-USY, Ni-AlMCM-41, Ni-Beta and Ni-MCM-36, and Ni supported on amorphous
silica-alumina (SiO2-Al2O3), aluminated mesoporous silica (Al-SBA-15), silica-doped alumina

Figure 1.2: Ethylene oligomerization catalyzed over heterogeneous Ni catalysts and
BAS-catalyzed side reactions.
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(Siral-30), cationic clays. [18,20-26]. It is observed generally that EO catalysts containing
mesopores are more active than those containing only micropores, an intuitive result given that the
reaction produces reasonably long chain oligomers (up to ~C14) [12]. The present work will focus
primarily on Ni-Beta zeolites and Ni/SiO2-Al2O3.

1.3. Ni-Beta Zeolites Prepared by Ion Exchange
Zeolites have found wide application in industry as catalysts, ion-exchange resins and
sorbents. Their utility is manifold: crystalline, microporous frameworks, formed of [SiO4] and
[AlO4]- tetrahedra sharing corner oxygen atoms, exhibit high specific surface areas, shape and size
selectivity, as well as excellent thermal and mechanical stability [27]. In addition, the negative
framework charge (resulting from isomorphous Al3+ substitutions at specific T sites) imparts the
ability to host cations in the zeolite pores, which charge-balance the framework. Over 200 varieties
of zeolite crystalline framework exist, arranged into families based on Si/Al ratio, pore size, cage
and pore structure, framework dimensionality, and other structural properties. Some of these
frameworks are found in nature but many more are synthetic. The choice of cation, Si/Al ratio and

Figure 1.3: Stacking of centrosymmetric layers in zeolite Beta giving rise to (a) polymorph A
(b) polymorph B. Reproduced from reference [30].
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pore structure dictates the catalytic function of the zeolite. If the balancing cation is a proton (H+),
the resulting bridging Si-OH-Al moieties are strong Brønsted acid sites (BAS), although Na+, K+
and NH4+ ions, amongst others, can occupy exchange positions. Brønsted-acidic zeolites serve as
hydrocracking and isomerization catalysts throughout the petrochemical industry [28]. Bare
divalent metal ions, (Me2+) can also act as charge compensators, but only to balance proximal
[AlO4]- (FAl) pairs, owing to the finite electrostatic field of the cation [29]. Single-ion sites are
maximally dispersed, minimizing the percentage of inactive metal-ion species. Zeolite Beta is
characterized by a sinusoidal, three-dimensional network of 12-membered ring micropores. A
relatively large-pore zeolite (~0.7 nm), commercial Beta is built up of randomly alternating sheets
of two 2D polymorphs, A and B, although a thermodynamically less-favored third polymorph (C)
is also sometimes observed (Figure 3) [30]. The resulting is a structure rich in stacking faults and
OH-terminated defect sites [31]. FAl in Beta have demonstrated unique thermal and hydrothermal

Figure 1.4: Proposed Cossee-Arlman and metallacycle EO reaction mechanisms.
Reproduced from reference [38].
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instability, characterized by a tendency to change coordination number or irreversibly leave the
framework, under certain exposures to heat and moisture [32]. FAl extracted from the framework
can be redeposited within the zeolite pores as extra-framework aluminium (EFAl), the acidity and
coordination environment of which are only partially understood [33]. In common with other
zeolites, distinct Me2+ ion exchange sites within the Beta pore structure have been identified by
spectroscopic methods, exhibiting unique accessibilities and coordination environments. Dědeček
and colleagues have made substantial contributions in this area [34-36].
Ni-zeolites have been widely investigated as heterogeneous EO catalysts, in particular, NiBeta prepared by ion-exchange with Ni(NO3)2. There is general consensus that the active site
precursors are isolated Ni2+ ions occupying exchange positions although Ni2+ grafted to silanol
defect sites have also been suggested, in addition to Ni-oxo species (NiOH+, [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers)
[18,37-40]. With regard to mechanism, metallacycle and coordination-insertion (i.e. CosseeArlman) cycles have been proposed, both of which are adapted from the Ni-catalyzed
homogeneous reaction; recent consensus has favored the latter (Figure 4) [38]. Bare Ni2+ ions
themselves are not the true Cosse-Arlman true oligomerization pathway active centers, instead
posited as precursors for an agostic Ni-ethyl moiety formed on contact with ethylene. While it is
obvious that BAS perform cracking and isomerization side reactions, there is little consensus
regarding their roll in active-site formation, if any. Moreover, the effects of ion exchange method,
calcination, and co-cation on Ni2+ speciation and exchange site distribution have not been
determined and are the focus of chapters 1 and 2 herein.

1.4. Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 Prepared by Impregnation or Grafting
Zeolites display well-defined crystal structures which are very amenable to characterization
by spectroscopic and X-ray absorption methods, which explains in part the volume of academic
7

attention devoted to Ni2+-exchanged zeolites for EO. However, comparative studies of Ni2+ species
supported on aluminosilicates have clearly demonstrated mesoporous supports, such as amorphous
SiO2-Al2O3 (ASA) as favorable for EO (particularly in terms of stability), which is often attributed
to superior mass-transfer characteristics [41]. Long-chain oligomers more readily diffuse from
mesopores, whereas in zeolite micropores they may accumulate and inhibit access to Ni2+ active
sites. This effect is exacerbated by the strong Brønsted acidity of zeolites, which readily cooligomerize products of the Ni2+-catalyzed true oligomerization pathway. Despite their success as
EO catalysts, comparatively little effort has been made to characterize, identify and isolate the
active sites of Ni/SiO2-Al2O3; research has tended to focus on kinetics and optimization of reaction
parameters (T, P, space velocity) for control of oligomer product distribution [22,42,43].
Amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 exhibits stronger Brønsted acid sites (attributed to surface SiOH groups)
than SiO2 or Al2O3 alone but does not exhibit zeolite bridging Si-OH-Al groups, nor do they require
cations to charge balance the framework [44]. Consequently, there are no ion-exchange sites as
formally defined for zeolites. Certainly then, the active sites are not charge-balancing Ni2+ ions.
Pore impregnation by aqueous solutions of Ni(NO3)2 is a common synthesis method which,
although simple to execute, permits little to no control over Ni2+ speciation, rendering active
species identification a considerable challenge [24,41]. Metal-ion speciation is a strong function
of metal ion-support interaction; for example, Ni/SiO2 tends to exhibit bulk-like NiO while
Ni/Al2O3 demonstrates NiAl2O4 spinel (incidentally, these materials are not active EO catalysts)
[45,46]. Regardless of the true active sites, accurate comparison of their intrinsic activity to Betahosted Ni2+ ions would necessarily require the elimination of zeolite mass-transfer limitations.
Herein, we synthesized Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 catalysts with the aim of identifying the EO active
sites by detailed characterization of the supports and the Ni2+ species hosted therein. Specifically,
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we employed the Siral family of aluminosilicates. Ni/Siral-30 (SiO2/Al2O3 = 30/70) prepared by
pore filling has demonstrated outstanding EO activity, but literature reports of the surface Ni2+
species (far less the active sites) are conflicting. Isolated Ni2+ ions and <2nm NiO crystallites have
been claimed [24,41]. Moreover, Siral supports confer the added advantage of tunable Si/Al ratio
and consequently, variable surface Brønsted acidity. This strategy allows not only identification
of the active sites by varying Ni2+ speciation on the mixed-oxide surfaces, but also elucidation of
the impact of support acidity. This is the focus of chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter 2: Ni-H-Beta Catalysts for Ethylene
Oligomerization: Influence of Ion-exchange method on Ni
Speciation
2.1. Abstract
Ni-H-Beta catalysts were prepared by ion exchange of NH4-Beta and H-Beta zeolites with
aqueous Ni(NO3)2 and characterized by H2 temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), NH3
temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) and diffuse-reflectance infrared Fourier transform
spectroscopy (DRIFTS) before and after adsorption of CO. Quadruple exchange of NH4-Beta at
70°C results in 2.5 wt.% Ni loading corresponding to a Ni2+/framework aluminum (FAl) molar
ratio of 0.52. TPR and DRIFTS indicate that [NiOH]+ and H+ are the primary charge-compensating
cations. Subsequent calcination at 550°C in air yields a Ni-H-Beta catalyst containing primarily
bare Ni2+ ions (bonded only to framework oxygens) in exchange sites. Quadruple exchange of HBeta at 70°C results in 2.0 wt.% Ni loading (Ni2+/FAl = 0.41), after calcination at 550°C, the
resulting Ni-H-Beta catalyst comprises a mixture of bare Ni2+ ions, [NiOH]+ and NiO species. The
relative abundance of [NiOH]+ depends on the number of ion exchange cycles (1 to 4) and postcalcination dehydration/activation procedure. In situ pretreatment at 500°C in flowing He converts
the [NiOH]+ species to bare Ni2+ ions. Strong interaction of Ni2+ ions with the Beta framework is
evidenced by an antisymmetric T-O-T vibration at 945 cm-1. DRIFT spectra of adsorbed CO
suggest that Ni2+ ions occupy two distinct exchange positions. ýaEO conversion at 225°C and 11
bar ethylene increases with Ni loading; however, the specific Ni2+ species originally in exchange
sites (e.g., bare Ni2+, [NiOH]+) does not significantly affect catalytic performance.
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2.2. Introduction
Approximately 150 billion m3 of natural gas are flared in the United States every year,
releasing significant quantities of CO2 into the atmosphere. Often, this is the result of geographic
isolation; existing pipeline infrastructure is ageing and ill-equipped to service novel sources of
natural gas, such as those deriving from the production of shale oil [1,2]. Recently, a modular gasto-liquid technology has been proposed, whereby ‘stranded’ natural gas liquids (NGLs) are
converted to olefinic liquid fuels at the site of production. Relative to the costly and energyintensive transportation of gases by pipeline, liquids can be transported off site with ease by tanker
or truck [3]. In the proposed scheme, following the conversion of ethane to ethylene via cyclicredox oxidative dehydrogenation [4], ethylene is converted to liquid C4-C12 oligomers over
heterogeneous nickel catalysts.
For many years, ethylene oligomerization (EO) has been practiced industrially using Nibased homogeneous catalysts to produce feedstocks for surfactants, lubricants and plasticizers [5].
Numerous processes have been developed and patented by the major oil and gas producers (Shell
Higher Olefin process, Chevron Gulf process) [6]. Because of the significant environmental
drawbacks of homogenous catalysis (e.g., catalyst separation and recovery), research has focused
on heterogeneous EO. Catalysts comprising Ni supported on aluminosilicates have received
attention because of their excellent catalytic performance under mild conditions, low cost and ease
of preparation. Although zeolite Y, amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 (ASA), AlSBA-15, Siral-30, and
AlMCM-41 all have been employed successfully as catalyst supports [7-12], the work presented
herein focuses on Ni2+-exchanged zeolite Beta.
Ni-H-Beta catalysts for EO were first reported by Martinez, et al. [25], and subsequent
research has aimed to elucidate nature of the active sites [19-25]. Ni-H-Beta has been the subject
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of experimental and theoretical investigations over the past decade, seeking to identify the EO
active sites, calculate kinetic parameters, establish reaction mechanism, and quantify the impact
of Ni2+/H+ ratio on product distribution. Briefly, Ni2+ ions in exchange positions have been
identified as the precursor for a transiently formed agostic Ni-ethyl active center, which performs
oligomerization via a Cossee-Arlman coordination-insertion mechanism. The Ni-catalyzed
oligomerization reaction produces even-numbered linear α-olefins (ELAO) with a Schulz-Flory
statistical distribution. Bronsted acid sites (BAS) perform co-oligomerization, cracking and
branching isomerization; the Ni2+/H+ ratio determines the distribution of ELAO, branched and
odd-numbered oligomers.
To date, the impact of ion-exchange procedure and Beta parent cation on Ni speciation,
specifically the presence of bare Ni2+ ions, [NiOH]+ or [Ni-O-Ni]2+ in exchange positions, and the
occupancy of distinct ion-exchange positions has not been addressed. Starting from H-Beta and
NH4-Beta, we have prepared Ni-H-Beta catalysts by ion-exchange and calcination. Catalysts were
tested in a fixed-bed EO reactor and characterized by temperature-programmed reduction with H2
(TPR), temperature-programmed desorption of NH3 (TPD) and diffuse reflectance Fouriertransform infrared spectroscopy (DRIFTS) of the activated catalysts and after CO adsorption.

2.3. Experimental
2.3.1. Catalyst Preparation
NH4-Beta zeolite (SiO2/Al2O3=25, CP814E, Lot#2200-42) was obtained from Zeolyst
International. The parent zeolite (~600 m2/g) was calcined in flowing air at 600 °C for 4 h to yield
H-Beta (~580 m2/g). Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx), n=1-4, catalysts were prepared by exchanging H-Beta n
times at 70 oC for 4 h with 0.1 M Ni(NO3)2•6H2O (Sigma Aldrich) (10 cm3/g zeolite). After each
exchange, the solid was washed with deionized water, dried overnight at 120 oC, and ground to a
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powder. After the final exchange, the resultant solid was calcined at 550 oC in flowing air for 5 h.
Ni-NH4-Beta was prepared by quadruple exchange of NH4-Beta with a 0.1 M Ni(NO3)2.6H2O
solution at 70 oC for 4 h. The solid was washed, filtered, and dried, as described above. Calcination
of Ni-NH4-Beta in flowing air at 550 oC for 5 h yielded Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x). Ni loadings were
determined by Galbraith Laboratories using inductively coupled plasma-optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES). The Si/Al ratio of H-Beta measured by ICP-OES (11.8) agrees
reasonably well with the vendor specification.

2.3.2. Catalyst Characterization
N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K were measured using a Micromeritics ASAP
2020c instrument. Specific surface areas were calculated using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) method, and mesopore size distributions were computed using the Barrett-Joyner-Haleda
(BJH) method. H2 TPR and NH3 TPD measurements were performed using a Micromeritics
AutoChem II 2920 equipped with a calibrated thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and Pfeiffer
Prisma quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) with a capillary inlet system. An isopropanol-liquid
N2 trap was located downstream of the sample to trap condensible species. In a typical TPR
experiment, a 150-mg sample was pretreated in situ by heating to 300 (or 500) oC at 10 oC/min in
flowing He (50 sccm) and holding for 60 min. After being cooled to ambient temperature, gas flow
was switched to 50 sccm of 5% H2/Ar (Airgas) and held at 0 oC (or 20 oC) for 45 min to establish
a stable TCD baseline. Then, the sample temperature was ramped to 800 oC at 10 oC/min. For NH3
TPD experiments, a 100-mg sample was pretreated in situ by heating to 500 oC at 10 oC/min in
flowing He (50 sccm) and holding for 30 min. After cooling to 100oC, the flow was switched to
1% NH3/He (Arc3 Gases), and the catalyst was purged at 50 sccm for 20 min. Then, the flow was
switched back to He, and the catalyst was purged for 60 min to remove physisorbed NH3.
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Subsequently, the temperature was ramped to 700 oC at 10 oC/min in flowing He and desorbed
products monitored by calibrated TCD (NH3) and on-line QMS (NH3, H2, and N2).
DRIFT spectra of the catalysts before and after CO adsorption at 20°C were recorded using
a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer equipped with an MCT detector, a Harrick Praying Mantis
accessory, and in situ reaction cell. Samples (50 mg) were pretreated in situ by heating to 350 oC
at 10 oC/min in flowing He (50 sccm) and holding for 60 min. After cooling to 20 oC, a baseline
spectrum was recorded at 2 cm-1 resolution using 128 scans. Subsequently, a Valco injection valve
was used to pulse 99.999% CO (Research grade, Airgas) into the He stream, and additional spectra
were recorded until no change in the ν(CO) region was observed.

2.3.3. Ethylene oligomerization
EO was carried out in a 0.5-in. ID 316 stainless steel fixed-bed flow reactor heated by a
Linberg Blue-M furnace. All gases were metered by mass flow controllers. In a typical run, 0.5 g
of catalyst was supported in the reactor by quartz wool plugs, and a K-type thermocouple inserted
into the bed for temperature measurement. Pressure was controlled by a Tescom back-pressure
regulator (BPR). Before each run the reactor was secured into position and pressurized to 11 bar
with N2 to check for leaks. After this, the reactor was depressurized, and the catalyst was activated
by heating to 300 oC in 100 ml/min of flowing N2 and held for 1 h to ensure the sample was free
of physisorbed H2O. The catalyst temperature was then reduced to 225°C and the reactor
pressurized to 11 bar with ethylene (99.999% purity, Airgas). Using 22 ml/min (22 oC, 1 atm) of
ethylene gave a weight hourly space velocity of 3 h-1. All lines downstream of the reactor were
wrapped with heating tape and held at 150 oC to prevent the condensation of reaction products. A
Valco 6-port sampling valve was positioned to automatically sample the reactor effluent for
analysis using a Shimadzu GC-2010 equipped with a Restek Rt-Q-Bond PLOT column and a flame
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ionization detector. Oligomer products were identified in the chromatograms using the retention
times of known standards (Millipore Sigma SCOTTY Gases). Ethylene conversion was calculated
by dividing its peak area by the total GC area and subtracting the quotient from unity. Product
selectivity was calculated by dividing the specific GC peak area by the sum of the peak areas of
all products. The GC column was able to resolve butene into its 4 isomers (1, iso, cis and trans)
however all higher oligomer products presented grouped peaks which could not be further
resolved.

2.4. Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Catalyst Preparation
The Ni loadings and BET surface areas of the Ni-H-Beta catalysts are summarized in Table
1. Some of the catalysts exhibit higher surface areas than the parent zeolites and others somewhat
lower values with no obvious correlation to preparation conditions. BJH pore-size distributions of
H-Beta, NH4-Beta, and selected Ni-containing catalysts (Fig. A1, Supporting Information) show
7- and 35-nm mesopores. The temperature-programmed decomposition (TPDE) spectrum of NH4Beta (Fig. 1A) exhibits a very broad NH3 evolution peak centered at ~400oC resulting from
decomposition of NH4+ ions associated with FAl sites to H+ and molecular NH3. Very small
amounts of H2 and N2 are also evolved around 520°C. Using the NH3 peak area, the FAl
concentration (monovalent exchange capacity) for NH4-Beta was estimated at 0.85 mmol/g. This
value is significantly less than the ~1.4 mmol/g based on the overall composition (using the Si/Al
ratio provided by the manufacturer). We attribute this difference to extra-framework aluminum
(EFAl), as evidenced by infrared spectroscopy (vide infra) [61].
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Table 2.1: Properties of Ni-H-Beta catalysts including quantitative results of H2 TPR and NH3
TPD.
Catalyst

Ni

SBET

Ni/FAl

loading

(m2/g)

molar ratio a

TPR H/Ni ratio
300°C b

500°C b

NH3/Ni

H2/N2

ratio c

ratio d

(wt. %)
Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)

2.02

620

0.41

1.56

1.56

n/a

n/a

Ni-H-Beta (H+-3x)

2.14

529

0.44

1.50

1.43

0.43

2.0

Ni-H-Beta (H+-2x)

1.98

610

0.40

1.43

1.45

0.71

-

Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x)

1.17

523

0.24

1.31

n/a

0.84

-

Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)

2.64

602

0.54

1.98

n/a

0.44

2.6

Ni-NH4-Beta

2.54

525

0.52

2.21

1.75

0.80

2.1

a

b

Based on exchangeable FAl count from NH4-Beta TPDE TPR pretreatment temperature in
c

d

He Calculated from NH3 TPD 550°C peak Calculated from TPD 550°C H2/N2 peak

Catalysts prepared from NH4-Beta exhibit Ni loadings of ~2.6 wt.% after quadrupole
exchange. Because each bare Ni2+ ion can charge-compensate two proximate framework aluminum
(FAl) ions (FAl pairs), a maximum Ni/FAl ratio of 0.5 is expected [26]. Based on the measured
FAl concentration, the Ni/FAl ratio for Ni-NH4-Beta (Table 1) corresponds to 104% exchange or
4% “over-exchange”. Because all of the FAl is not present as proximate pairs, this high degree of
exchange suggests the involvement of monovalent ions, e.g., [NiOH]+. Interestingly, the TPDE
spectrum of Ni-NH4-Beta (Fig. 1B) does not show NH3 evolution, but there are well-defined peaks
at 400 and ~550°C arising from concomitant H2 and N2 evolution. These products are consistent
with NH3 decomposition; however, the H/N ratio is ~2 rather than 3. These results suggest that
NH3 molecules coordinate Ni2+ ions following ion exchange of NH4-Beta, and this is plausible
because of reversible decomposition of NH4+ ions to NH3 and H+ in aqueous solution. Calcination
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of Ni-NH4-Beta at 550°C in air yields Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x). The slightly higher measured Ni
loading of this catalyst corresponds to ~8% over-exchange.
For catalysts prepared from H-Beta, Ni loading increased approximately twofold between
the first and second exchanges; however, subsequent exchanges did not result in significant
loading increases. The Ni loadings are ~2 wt. % after two to four exchanges. The maximum
observed loading for Ni-H-Beta (H+-3x) corresponds to ~88% exchange. Partial hydrolysis of FAl
sites in aqueous media provides a plausible explanation for the lower maximum loading of
catalysts prepared from H-Beta. FAl species in hydrogen zeolites (especially those in proximal
pairs) are converted via Si-O-Al bond hydrolysis from tetrahedral to octahedral coordination when
exposed to aqueous media (Fig. 2) [16, 28, 29]. Conversely, if the charge compensating cation is
Na+ or NH4+, FAl species are stable in aqueous media [16]. For zeolite Beta, it has been observed
that one of the two crystallographically distinct T-sites occupied by Al3+ is selectively hydrolyzed
to form an octahedral cation [31]. The Al3+ ion is coordinated by 2 H2O molecules, 3 framework
oxygens, and a OH- group which contains the H+ that originally occupied the exchange position
[30]. Thus, this proton is no longer available for ion exchange with Ni2+, thereby reducing the

Figure 2.1: TPDE profiles following in situ pretreatment at 300oC in He A: NH4-Beta B:
Ni-NH4-Beta.
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of parent cation-dependent aqueous exchange of Ni2+ species onto
Beta zeolite.
overall exchange capacity. The resultant octahedral Al3+ species is termed “framework
associated”; this process is reported to be fully reversible upon dehydration at high temperatures
(e.g., 500°C). For Beta with Si/Al=12.5, up to 25% of such sites may be hydrolyzed [29]. Because
the Ni loading is approximately 20% lower in the case of H-Beta exchange, we infer that pairs of
Al-containing T-sites are hydrolyzed; otherwise, the drop in Ni uptake would be greater.

2.4.2. H2 TPR
TPR profiles of the Ni-H-Beta catalysts prepared from H-Beta are shown in Figure 3A.
The profiles of Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx), n = 3, 4 after in situ pretreatment (dehydration) at 300°C
contain three reduction features: a low-temperature peak (or shoulder) at ~350°C, a sharp peak at
~450oC, and a relatively large broad peak at ~600oC. The high-temperature peak is assigned to
reduction of bare Ni2+ ions in exchange positions based on extensive literature [41,46,48-50].
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Increasing the pretreatment temperature to 500oC, results in elimination of the 450oC peak with a
concomitant increase of the high-temperature peak area. For Ni-H-Beta (H+-3x), the Ni2+ peak
narrows and shifts from 600 to 580oC. The low-temperature TPR peak is now clearly resolved and
can be assigned to NiO [49,50]. The sharp TPR peak at 450°C may be assigned to [NiOH]+
moieties with an adjacent BAS. Such proximal [NiOH]+/H+ pairs were originally proposed by
Ward to explain the Bronsted acidity of zeolite Y exchanged with divalent cations [27]. We infer
that the [NiOH]+/H+ pairs dehydrate during 500oC pretreatment yielding bare Ni2+ ions in exchange
positions (Scheme 1). Previously, NiO has been suggested to form via a parallel pathway involving

Figure 2.3: H2 TPR profiles of A: a) (H+-4x) b) (H+-3x) c) (H+-2x) d) (H+-1x) B: a) Ni-NH4Beta b) Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x) following in situ pretreatment at 300oC (solid lines) and 500 oC
(dashed lines) in He
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dehydration of [NiOH]+ and an adjacent BAS [27]. The TPR profile of Ni-H-Beta (H+-2x) after
activation at 300oC contains a strong peak at ~530°C and a small one at 350°C that are assigned
to reduction of Ni2+ ions in exchange positions and NiO, respectively. Although Ni-H-Beta (H+2x) does not exhibit a sharp peak at 450oC, the main TPR peak is asymmetric with a shoulder at
this temperature. Increasing the activation temperature to 500°C eliminates the asymmetry and
results in a much narrower peak at ~560oC. A NiO reduction peak at 350°C is clearly resolved.
The formation of [NiOH]+ species appears to be most prevalent for catalysts subjected to 3-4
exchange cycles, suggesting the tendency of Ni2+ ions to hydrolyze increases with number of
exchanges [51]. The TPR profile of Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x) after in situ pretreatment at 300°C shows
only small features at 350°C and 400oC corresponding to reduction of NiO and [NiOH]+species,
respectively. The typical peak at ~600°C for reduction of Ni2+ ions in exchange positions is not
observed; however, the TCD signal begins to rise at ~500°C, and the detector does not return to
baseline at 800°C.
The TPR profiles of catalysts derived from NH4-Beta are shown in Figure 3B. After
pretreatment at 300oC, Ni-NH4-Beta exhibits an intense peak at 400oC with a shoulder at ~500oC
and a small negative peak at 600oC. As evidenced by on-line QMS (Fig. A3, Supporting
Information), the negative peak at 600oC results from NH3 decomposition to H2 and N2 and
coincides with the second TPDE peak noted above. The sharp peak at 400oC is assigned to
[NiOH]+ species analogous to those identified in the Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx), n = 3, 4 catalysts. We
infer from the TPR profile of Ni-NH4-Beta after in situ pretreatment at 500oC that the [NiOH]+
species have been dehydrated yielding bare Ni2+ ions balancing FAl pairs. The TPR profile of NiH-Beta (NH4+-4x) consists of a broad reduction peak centered at 550oC assigned to bare Ni2+ ions
in exchange positions, a shoulder at 400oC assigned to [NiOH]+, and a small band at 360oC
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assigned to NiO. We infer that Ni2+ ions exchange in NH4-Beta as [NiOH]+/H+ pairs which are
converted to bare Ni2+ ions upon calcination at 550°C in air or pretreatment in an inert ambient at
500oC (Scheme 1).
The TPR H/Ni ratios (Table 1) for the Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx) catalysts are significantly less
than expected for reduction of Ni2+ to Ni0, and the deficit is greatest for Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x). In
contrast, the TPR of Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x) yields a H/Ni ratio of 2. With the exception of Ni-HBeta (H+-1x): (i) the TCD signals return to baseline (or very nearly so) before the temperature
reaches 800°C suggesting complete reduction, (ii) the H/Ni ratios are equivalent after pretreatment
at 300 and 500°C consistent with dehydration without a change in oxidation state, and (iii) the
H/Ni ratios increase modestly with the number of exchanges. Formation of intrazeolitic Ni2+
species that reduce only at >800°C could explain the lower-than-expected H/Ni ratio and the
absence of the expected peak from reduction of Ni2+ ions in exchange positions for Ni-H-Beta (H+1x). Ni species that require unusually high reduction temperatures have been reported in Ni-ZSM5 catalysts prepared by impregnation [49,52]; however, autoreduction of Ni2+ ions in zeolite Beta
has been suggested to explain lower than expected H/Ni ratios [50]:
BEA-[NiOH]+ → Ni0 + HBEA + ½O2
The H/Ni ratio for Ni-NH4-Beta after pretreatment at 300°C is slightly greater than 2 because of
co-reduction of adventitious carbon species, as evidenced by concomitant CH4 evolution (Fig.
A3, Supporting Information). In contrast, the H/Ni ratio for Ni-NH4-Beta after pretreatment at
500°C is somewhat less than 2. In this case, H2 produced during thermal activation at 500°C
may reduce some Ni2+ species resulting in a lower H/Ni ratio.
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2.4.3. DRIFTS
The DRIFT spectrum (Fig. 4A) of H-Beta in the O-H stretching (vOH ) region contains a
band at 3607 cm-1 characteristic of bridging Si-OH-Al moieties (isolated BAS); the bands at 3746
and 3665 cm-1 are assigned to external silanol groups and EFAl species, respectively [32]. Internal
silanol groups (3732 cm-1), although present after calcination of H-Beta at 500°C, are effectively
eliminated by calcination at 600oC (see Fig. A2). Internal silanol groups are associated with
structural defects, such as Al3+ vacancies resulting from dealumination or stacking faults in the
Beta structure [15,32]. EFAl species comprise Al3+ ions that have been completely and irreversibly
removed from the framework, and a number of coordination environments (including 3 OHgroups and 3 H2O molecules) have been proposed [33,34]. EFAl properties are dependent on the
parent zeolite and method of dealumination [33,36], and some workers have inferred that EFAl
species exhibit Lewis acidity [35]. In addition, a very-high-frequency (VHF) band at 3782 cm-1 is

Figure 2.4: v(OH) DRIFT spectra following in situ pretreatment at 350oC in He of A: a)
H-Beta b) Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x) c) Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) B: a) NH4-Beta b) Ni-NH4-Beta c) NiH-Beta (NH4+-4x)
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observed. Typically, this band is attributed to tri-coordinated framework-associated Al species
(SiO-Al(OH)-OSi) which form via bridging Si-(OH)-Al groups upon calcination [37].
The vOH spectra (Fig. 4A) of Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx), n = 1,4 are similar to that of H-Beta;
however, the small VHF band has disappeared, and the internal silanol and EFAl bands are much
more prominent. As expected, the isolated BAS bands decrease in intensity following Ni2+
exchange. If each Ni2+ cation replaced 2 H+, the isolated BAS peak should be nearly eliminated in
Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x), and it is greatly diminished. Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx), n = 1,4 also exhibit a broad
band centered at 3550 cm-1 that has been attributed to perturbed (H-bonded) bridging OH groups
[62]. The TPR results indicate that [NiOH]+ species are abundant in Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) after
activation at 300°C. A vOH band corresponding to [NiOH]+ species was not identified; however,
overlap with the EFAl band is possible based on literature data for Ni(OH)2 and [CuOH]+ in SSZ13 [38,39]. The EFAl band of Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) is substantially larger than that of Ni-H-Beta
(H+-1x) indicating that successive aqueous ion exchanges result in greater extraction of FAl. Since
the coordination environment of EFAl species is uncertain, the intensity increase may not be
proportional to the number of Al3+ centers extracted.
The DRIFT spectrum of NH4-Beta (Fig. 4B) contains vOH bands at 3745 and 3665 cm-1 that
are assigned to external silanol groups and EFAl species, respectively, and strong N-H stretching
bands in the 3200-3400 cm-1 region. These N-H stretching bands are barely detectable in the
DRIFT spectrum of Ni-NH4-Beta indicating nearly complete loss of NH4+ ions during ion
exchange. Small EFAl and BAS peaks are visible, but these bands are poorly resolved because of
residual water on the dried catalyst after in situ pretreatment at 350°C. The detection of BAS in
Ni-NH4-Beta is consistent with hydrolysis of aqueous Ni2+ ions resulting in [NiOH]+/H+ pairs
(Scheme 1), as inferred based on TPR. Subsequent calcination of Ni-NH4-Beta at 550°C in air
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yields Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x) which has a vOH spectrum similar to H-Beta albeit with a much
stronger EFAl band. Interestingly, the BAS band of Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x) is more intense than that
of the Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx) catalysts, but the presence of H-bonded BAS may affect the magnitude
of the 3607 cm-1 band.
DRIFT spectra of H-Beta, NH4-Beta and the Ni-H-Beta catalysts in the T-O-T
‘transmission window’ (900-1000 cm-1) are shown in Figure 5. Small features between 950 and
1000 cm-1 are observed for the parent zeolites that likely arise from transition-metal impurities.
New peaks are observed for the Ni-H-Beta catalysts that evidence strong interaction of Ni2+ ions
with the zeolite framework. Previously, similar evidence for interaction of “bare” (coordinated to
only framework oxygens) Co2+ ions within zeolite Beta has been reported by Dedecek, et al. [18].
These new peaks arise from antisymmetric T-O-T skeletal vibrations that are perturbed (redshifted) by the presence of bare Ni2+ ions in exchange positions. Closely similar spectra have been

Figure 2.5: T-O-T DRIFT spectra following in situ pretreatment at 350oC in He of A:
a) H-Beta b) Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x) c) Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) B: a) NH4-Beta b) Ni-NH4-Beta
c) Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)
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reported for Co-Beta, Cu-SSZ-13, and Ni-FER catalysts and correlated with Me2+ ions occupying
distinct ion-exchange sites that are populated sequentially with increasing metal loading [18,40].
For Ni-H-Beta catalysts, a primary band at 945 cm-1 and a shoulder (or side band) at 970 cm-1 are
observed. The intensity of these bands increases in proportion to Ni loading, as can be seen by
comparing the Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x) and Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) spectra (Fig. 5A). The 945-cm-1 band is
dominant for catalysts prepared from H-Beta irrespective of Ni loading. The 970-cm-1 band is more
prominent in catalysts prepared from the NH4-Beta parent; however, these also have higher Ni
loadings. The T-O-T spectra strongly suggest that Ni2+ ions are located in two distinct exchange
positions in Beta zeolite. The T-O-T frequencies, however, are 10-30 cm-1 higher than might be
expected from previous reports on related Ni-zeolite catalysts.
The in situ DRIFT spectra of Ni carbonyl species following CO adsorption on the 4xexchanged Ni-Beta catalysts at 20oC are shown in Figure. 6. The prominent CO stretching (vCO)
bands in the 2250-2200 cm-1 range are consistent with Ni2+-CO species [41,42]. A weak band at
2150 cm-1 assigned to CO adsorbed on NiO nanoparticles and another very weak band at 2160 cm1

are observed for Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) [43]. The vCO bands of Ni+-CO species typically appear at

<2150 cm-1 and are not observed. A band at 2194 cm-1 ascribed in the literature to Ni2+ ions grafted
to silanol nests is also absent. The v(CO) bands for Ni-NH4-Beta are significantly less intense than
these for Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x); this is likely because of residual NH3 coordinated to Ni2+ species
in the former catalyst, as evidenced by TPDE. The Ni2+-CO peak comprises components at 2211
cm-1 and 2203 cm-1. The relative areas of the 2211- and 2203-cm-1 peaks, as determined by spectral
deconvolution, are provided in Table A1. The 2211-cm-1 component constitutes approximately
70% of the total peak area for Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) and Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x). Similar bands are
almost universally ascribed to CO interacting with bare Ni2+ ions in exchange positions. The 2203-
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cm-1 band, however, has several possible assignments. For example, Ni2+-(CO)2 species have been
detected in Ni-H-Beta catalysts following CO adsorption at 100 K, but Ni2+ dicarbonyls are not
expected to be stable at 20°C [44]. Others have ascribed a similar band to monovalent [NiOH]+
species or µ-oxo-Ni dimers ([Ni-O-Ni]2+) [45,46]. Although the [NiOH]+ assignment cannot be
completely excluded in this work, we tentatively assign the 2203-cm-1 band to CO interacting with
Ni2+ ions occupying an ion exchange site distinct from that of the 2211-cm-1 band. Analogous

Figure 2.6: CO DRIFT spectra for Ni-Beta catalysts following in situ
pretreatment at 350°C in He with deconvolutions.
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assignments have been made for Ni-MOR [47]. The presence of bare Ni2+ ions in two different
zeolite Beta exchange sites is also consistent with the T-O-T DRIFT spectra presented above.
The Lewis acidity of Me2+ ions in zeolites depends on the number of framework oxygens
to which the ion is coordinated [41,42,45]. Thus, Ni2+ species with lower oxygen coordination
numbers are expected to exhibit greater Lewis acidity, and Ni2+ ions occupying different ion
exchange sites in the Beta structure should display different CO stretching frequencies. According
to Dedecek et al., Me2+ ions in the γ exchange site balance FAl present in opposite six-membered
rings of the Beta hexagonal prisms in polymorphs A and B and are therefore coordinated to six
framework oxygens in a pseudo-octahedral coordination geometry [18]. Alternatively, Me2+ ions
in the β site charge balance FAl present in six-membered rings in the main channels of polymorphs
A and B. The coordination geometry of Me2+ ions in the β site in trigonal planar; therefore, β-type
Ni2+ ions should be more electrophilic than ions in the γ site and adsorbed CO should exhibit a
higher stretching frequency. The α exchange site consists of an elongated six-member ring
resulting in fourfold coordination of an Me2+ ion that sits above the plane in a square pyramidal
arrangement; however, this site only exists in polymorph C of zeolite Beta and is located within
the hexagonal cages (prisms). If accessible, Ni2+ ions located in the α site of polymorph C should
be of intermediate Lewis acidity. Commercial zeolite Beta typically comprises intergrowths of
polymorphs A and B (in nearly equal proportions) with negligible polymorph C [15]. Thus, we
assign the 2211-cm-1 vCO band to isolated Ni2+ ions in the β exchange positions and the 2203-cm-1
band to Ni2+ ions in γ positions. There should be equal numbers of each type of site available;
however, Ni2+ ions in the γ position may be less able to coordinate CO owing to lower accessibility.
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2.4.4. NH3 TPD
NH3 TPD spectra of H-Beta and selected Ni-H-Beta catalysts are shown in Figure 7A.
Difference spectra (obtained by subtracting the H-Beta spectrum from the others) are shown in
Figure 7B. H-Beta exhibits a broad band at 350oC (denoted HT1) that is assigned to BAS. The
strong band centered at 220oC (denoted LT1) typically is attributed to defect sites, such as
coordinatively unsaturated framework Al ions [53]. The LT1 band also likely contains a
component at 180oC (depicted in the H-Beta TPD deconvolution, Fig. A4) related to EFAl species.
After Ni2+ exchange, a new band at 550oC (denoted HT2) appears for Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) and NiH-Beta (NH4+-4x) that we assign to NH3 adsorbed to strong Ni2+ Lewis acid sites (LAS) [54,55].
In addition, a negative HT1 peak in the TPD difference profiles indicates loss of BAS. Finally, the
LT1 peak increases in intensity after Ni2+ exchange consistent with the intensity increase of the
EFAl v(OH) DRIFTS bands. The LT1 peak also appears to increase in proportion to the number
of exchanges. The overall TCD signal intensity is higher for Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x) than Ni-H-Beta
(H+-4x) in the >200°C region suggesting the presence of additional BAS. In comparison, Ni-H-

Figure 2.7: A: NH3 TPD of H-Beta and Ni-H-Beta catalysts following pretreatment at 500
o
C in He with on-line TC detector B: TPD difference profiles (H-Beta reference).
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Beta (H+-1x) has lower overall signal intensity, and the HT2 peak is broad and centered around
570°C.
NH3 TPD spectra of Ni-NH4-Beta and Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x) were measured using on-line
QMS to better elucidate the nature of the Ni2+ LAS. The TPD spectra of Ni-NH4-Beta activated at
300°C and 500oC (Fig. 8A-B) exhibit a significant HT2 peaks at 550oC that QMS reveals comprise
H2 and N2. We infer that these peaks result from NH3 decomposition analogous to that observed
during TPDE. This observation is indicative of the strong Lewis acidity of Ni2+ ions occupying
exchange positions in zeolite Beta. The NH3/Ni molar ratio (0.8) calculated from the QMS data
suggests that if a single molecule binds to each Ni2+, then NH3 binds to ~80% of the potential sites
(table 1). The peak at 400oC that coincides with the low-temperature TPDE peak (Fig. 1B) is
comprised primarily of H2 and H2O (see Fig. A5). Concomitant NH3 desorption evidences BAS in
this catalyst. Tentatively, we assign the 400°C NH3 TPD peak to [NiOH]+/H+ species that charge
balance FAl pairs. The source of H2 is not immediately obvious, but it does not originate from
direct NH3 decomposition, as N2 desorption is not observed. Consistent with dehydration of
[NiOH]+/H+ species, the 400oC TPD peak does not survive activation at 500oC, as shown in Figure
8B. Interestingly, this NH3 TPD profile contains two HT2 peaks that both result from NH3

Figure 2.8: NH3 TPD with on-line QMS. NH3 measured by m/z=17, N2 by m/z=28, H2 by
m/z=2. Following pretreatment in He, Ni-NH4-Beta A: 300°C B: 500°C C: Ni-H-Beta (NH4+4x) (500°C).
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decomposition suggesting the presence of two Ni2+ sites. The NH3/Ni atomic ratio (0.9) suggests
that NH3 binds to ~90% of the potential sites. Finally, the NH3 TPD spectrum of Ni-H-Beta (NH4+4x) (Fig. 8C) contains a sharp HT2 band at 570°C that results primarily from concomitant H2 and
N2 evolution. The NH3/Ni atomic ratio (0.44) suggests that NH3 binds to only approximately half
of the potential sites. To our knowledge, this is the first report of H2 and N2 generation from NH3
adsorbed on Ni-H-Beta catalysts, although Ni/ZSM-5 has been previously reported as a NH3
decomposition catalyst [56].
The NH3 TPD spectrum of Ni-H-Beta (H+-3x) (Fig. 9A) is qualitatively similar to that of
Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) except the HT2 band appears at somewhat higher temperature (~600°C). The
QMS data confirm that NH3 decomposition occurs with a NH3/Ni ratio of ~0.43 in excellent
agreement with the above result for Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x); both of these catalysts contain primarily
Ni2+ ions in exchange sites (table 1). In contrast, the lower loading catalyst Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x)
(Fig. 9B) exhibits primarily NH3 desorption in a broad band centered around 580 0C with negligible
H2 and N2 generation. This loading effect remains to be elucidated, but the NH3 decomposition
reaction (2NH3 → N2+3H2) may require two nearby Ni2+ ions. The H/N molar ratio for all samples

Figure 2.9: NH3 TPD with on-line QMS following pretreatment at 500°C in He. NH3
measured by m/z=17, N2 by m/z=28, H2 by m/z=2. A: Ni-H-Beta (H+-3x) B: Ni-H-Beta
(H+-1x).
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exhibiting H2 and N2 desorption was approximately 2 (table 1). A ratio of 3 would be expected
from the stoichiometry; this suggests some Ni2+ species are reduced by H2 at 550oC.

2.4.5. Ethylene oligomerization
After in situ pretreatment in flowing N2 at 300oC, the Ni-H-Beta catalysts were active for
EO at 225oC and 11 bar with WHSV = 3 h-1 (Fig. 10A). In comparison, H-Beta displayed <5%
conversion under these reaction conditions. Interestingly, Ni-NH4-Beta displayed significant EO
activity suggesting the [NiOH]+ in exchange positions can form catalytically active species. The
calcined catalyst Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x) containing primarily bare Ni2+ in exchange positions was
only slightly more active. DFT calculations by Brogaard et al. [21] revealed that pathways to the
Cossee-Arlman active center from bare Ni2+ and [NiOH]+ have similar activation energies.
Consequently, initial Ni2+ hydration should not significantly impact the EO rate, but the BAS
concentration impacts the oligomer product distribution (vide infra). Because both catalysts
contain BAS, the difference in activity probably results from poisoning of Ni2+ sites by residual
adsorbed NH3 molecules in Ni-NH4-Beta. After activation at 300°C, Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) contains

Figure 2.10: EO performance of Ni-H-Beta catalysts following in situ pretreatment
at 300oC in N2. T = 225 oC, P = 11 bar, WHSV = 3 h-1: (A) Temporal conversion
and (B) steady-state oligomer distribution
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a mixture of [NiOH]+ and bare Ni2+ species with small amounts of presumably inactive NiO [20].
Steady-state EO conversion is expected to increase with Ni loading; however, the effect was
smaller than expected for Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) relative to Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x). If some of the Ni2+
ions in the Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) catalyst are in γ sites, as suggested by T-O-T and CO DRIFTS, they
may be unable to coordinate ethylene molecules owing to their inaccessibility and highly
coordinated state.
All catalysts exhibited ~30% selectivity to butenes and selectivities to C6-C10 oligomers
that deviate significantly from a Schulz-Flory distribution (Fig. 10B). For example, selectivity to
octenes (~20%) was higher than hexenes (~15%) for all catalysts. Deviations from a Schulz-Flory
oligomer distribution can generally be attributed co-oligomerization involving BAS that dimerize
butenes to octenes and crack even-numbered to odd-numbered oligomers [57,58]. The Ni-H-Beta
(NH4+-4x) catalyst exhibited slightly lower C8+ oligomer selectivity compared to Ni-H-Beta (H+4x). We suggest this to be the result of a higher BAS/Ni2+ ratio in the case of the latter. Selectivity
to cis- and trans-C4 remains almost constant once the reaction reaches steady state, but i-C4
selectivity (a marker of BAS activity) declines to almost zero after <1 h (see Fig. A6). This result
suggests that the double-bond isomerization of 1-butene to cis- and trans-butene is performed
primarily by Ni2+ sites. Others have claimed double-bond isomerization to be indicative of BAS
activity [8,59], but this pathway recently has been reported in BAS-free Ni-Beta catalysts by Joshi
et al. [22].

2.5. Conclusions
We infer that the conversion of FAl to ‘framework-associated’ Al3+ reduces the overall
exchange capacity in H-Beta. Approximately 2.5 wt.% Ni loading was achieved after four
exchanges of NH4-Beta with aqueous Ni(NO3)2. In comparison, only ~2 wt.% Ni loading was
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achieved after four exchanges of H-Beta. This disparity can be explained by the instability of FAl
sites in H-Beta that are reversibly converted via hydrolysis from tetrahedral to octahedral
coordination on exposure to aqueous media. As-synthesized Ni-H-Beta contains [NiOH]+ species
that are dehydrated by heating at 500oC in N2 resulting in bare Ni2+ ions coordinated only to
framework oxygen atoms. Exchange of NH4-Beta with aqueous Ni(NO3)2 results predominantly
in monovalent [NiOH]+ and H+ species charge balancing FAl sites. Calcination of Ni-NH4-Beta
results in a catalyst containing predominantly in bare Ni2+ ions and H+ in exchange positions. NiO
was detected by TPR as a minority species in all Ni-H-Beta catalysts. During NH3 TPD of Ni-HBeta catalysts, concomitant H2 and N2 evolution is observed at 550 oC consistent with NH3
decomposition. This observation demonstrates the strong Lewis acidity of Ni2+ ions in exchange
positions. Strong interaction of Ni2+ ions with the zeolite Beta framework is evidenced by a redshifted T-O-T antisymmetric vibration at 945 cm-1. CO DRIFTS indicates the presence to two
distinct Ni2+-CO species. Ions located in the highly coordinated γ exchange sites may exhibit lower
levels of EO activity than those present in the more accessible β sites. All catalysts were active for
EO at 225°C and 11 bar evidencing that bare Ni2+ ions and [NiOH]+ species may serve as
precursors of Cossee-Arlman active sites. The olefin product distributions are non-Schulz-Flory
consistent with co-oligomerization involving Ni2+ and BAS.
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Chapter 3: Ni-Beta Catalysts for Ethylene Oligomerization:
Effects of Parent and Co-exchange Cations on Ni2+
Speciation, Siting and Catalytic performance
3.1. Abstract
The objectives of this research were to determine if Brønsted acid sites (BAS) are required
for ethylene oligomerization (EO) activity and to elucidate the effects of parent and co-exchange
cations on Ni2+ speciation, siting, and catalytic activity. Ni-H-Beta and Ni-Na-Beta catalysts were
prepared by aqueous co-exchange of Ni2+ ions with a tenfold excess of NH4+ or Na+ ions,
respectively. For comparison, we prepared Ni-H-Beta and Ni-H-Beta catalysts by simple Ni2+ ion
exchange of H-Beta or Na-Beta as is commonly encountered in the literature. The catalysts were
characterized by H2 temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), NH3 temperature-programmed
desorption (TPD) and diffuse-reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS)
before and after CO adsorption at 20°C. The catalysts were tested for EO activity and selectivity
in a fixed-bed flow reactor under two sets of conditions: 225°C and 11 bar ethylene and 120°C
and 26 bar ethylene. The former condition was used to assess catalyst performance at integral
conversion where co-oligomerization over Ni2+ ions and BAS predominates. The latter condition
was chosen to suppress BAS activity and measure rates of reaction at differential conversion.
Essentially BAS-free Ni-Na-Beta catalysts were found to exhibit EO activity. Ni-H-Beta prepared
by four co-exchanges of H-Beta demonstrated bare Ni2+ ions and bridging [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers
occupying the channel-accessible β exchange sites. Co-exchanged Ni-Na-Beta contain a similar
distribution of Ni2+ species, but with ions occupying the highly coordinated γ site. All studied
catalysts were EO active, producing internal and terminal butenes at a near-constant ratio
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irrespective of conversion or counterion, suggesting internal alkenes are primary EO products.
Although EO conversion approximately scaled with Ni loading under differential and integral
conditions, an improved correlation was found when correlating EO rates with β Ni2+-carbonyl
area. We infer this is the result of the lower coordination number, accordingly stronger Lewis
acidity, or superior degree of accessibility of site Ni2+ions when compared to γ Ni2+.

3.2. Introduction
In 2021, shale gas contributed approximately 79% of the United States’ total natural gas
output [1]. Despite their productivity some shale fields, such as the Bakken in Montana, yield
natural gas rich in ethane and higher natural gas liquids (NGLs), and at relatively isolated locations
. Owing to difficulties in its separation and transport, ethane is often flared at the production site
[2]. Instead of wasting this finite resource, researchers have proposed a modular ethane-to-liquids
(ETL) process to upgrade ethane on-site to energy-dense and easily transportable liquid oligomers
[3]. The heterogeneous oligomerization of ethylene (EO) over supported Ni catalysts is a critical
step in this process, and much effort has been devoted over the last decade to catalyst development.
Aluminosilicates are widely acknowledged as superior catalyst supports for this reaction [4], and
Ni-loaded Beta zeolites prepared by ion-exchange have demonstrated excellent EO performance
[5-8].
Zeolite Beta consists of randomly stacked layers of two closely related but distinct
polymorphs (A+B) and as a result exhibits a tortuous 3D network of 0.7nm 12-membered ring
micropores [9]. The Beta crystal structure is highly defective, particularly along the stacking
boundaries, and is hydrothermally unstable; its framework Al3+ units (FAl) display a tendency to
change coordination state or irreversibly leave the framework as extra framework aluminium
(EFAl), particularly when exposed to moisture and high temperatures [10,11]. Zeolite crystal
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structures displays proximal FAl pairs which, while obeying Lowenstein’s rule, are able to host
divalent metal cations as charge compensators inside the zeolite pores. Such FAl pairs are termed
exchange positions, or sites [12].
It has been established that Ni-Beta catalysts prepared by ion exchange exhibit Ni2+ ions
occupying exchange positions, which are posited as the precursors for agostically bound Ni-ethyl
active centers [5,6]. The EO reaction is proposed to proceed via a Cossee-Arlman coordination
insertion mechanism, on the basis of theoretical and experimental studies; the ‘true
oligomerization’ pathway, occurring over Ni2+ sites, produces a Schulz-Flory distribution of evennumbered oligomers [13,14]. The precise speciation of Ni2+ counterions in zeolite Beta, however,
has not been firmly determined. For example, Ni2+ have been shown in various zeolite frameworks
to speciate as bare isolated Ni2+ ions, [NiOH]+/H+ pairs and [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers, all of which are
theoretically capable of charge balancing a FAl pair [15,16]. The precise location of the ion
exchange sites within the Beta crystalline framework must also be taken into account, since this
will determine the coordination environment and accessibility to reacting molecules of ions located
therein. A substantial body of work has been done to establish the abundance and location FAl
pairs or exchange positions in various common zeolite frameworks, particularly by Dedecek and
colleagues, employing CO FTIR, TOT FTIR and UV-VIS spectroscopies [17-20]. Considering
Beta, polymorphs A+B are said to contain the β and γ positions, but it is unclear if Ni2+ ions have
a tendency to occupy one over the other, and what the effect of ion-exchange method has on the
resulting distribution.
Another important aspect of the EO reaction catalyzed by Ni-Beta is the influence of SiO(H)-Al Bronsted acid sites (BAS), which, depending on the synthesis conditions, can act as a cocounterions alongside Ni2+. It is evident that BAS catalyze secondary reactions which consume
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products of the true oligomerization pathway, such cracking, isomerization and co-oligomerization
[21]. While recent consensus has favored Ni2+ counterions only as the active site precursor, earlier
works claimed the active site consisted of a Ni2+/BAS pair, and this question has not been
addressed unambiguously with experimental evidence [22,23]. Previous attempts to synthesize
BAS-free catalysts have been unsuccessful, probably due to the hydration of Ni2+ ions to
[NiOH]+/H+ moieties, as described by Ward, and as demonstrated in our earlier work concerning
Ni-NH4-Beta catalysts [6, Chapter 1].
In this work, we have prepared Ni-H-Beta and Ni-Na-Beta catalysts by simple ionexchange with aqueous Ni2+ ions, as previously demonstrated in the literature [5,6]. Additionally,
we synthesized Ni-H-Beta and Ni-Na-Beta catalysts by co-exchange, whereby the solution
contained, in addition to Ni2+ ions, a ten-fold excess of the Beta parent cation (or parent precursor
cation) [14]. In the case of Ni-Na-Beta, co-exchange was employed to suppress the formation of
BAS, as evidenced in the literature, and determine unambiguously if BAS are required for the
formation of the EO active center. In the case of Ni-H-Beta, co-exchange was employed the
prevent the hydrolysis of FAl units, which lowers the overall zeolite exchange capacity. In both
cases, the effect of exchange solution composition on Ni2+ ion location and speciation was also
under investigation.

3.3. Experimental
3.3.1. Catalyst Preparation
Chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless otherwise noted. Gases were from
Airgas unless otherwise noted. NH4-Beta zeolite (CP814E, Lot#2200-42, SiO2/Al2O3 = 25) was
purchased from Zeolyst International. H-Beta was prepared by calcining NH4-Beta at 500°C in 1
L/min of flowing air for 4 h. Na-Beta was prepared by ion-exchanging NH4-Beta with 1M NaCl
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(100 mL/g) at 100°C for 24 h under reflux, filtered, washed, dried overnight at 120°C, and calcined
at 500°C for 4 h. A total of eight Ni-exchanged Beta catalysts were prepared, as described below.
The following naming convention was used: Ni-C-Beta (P-nx), where C is the primary co-cation,
P is the parent cation (H+, NH4+ or Na+), and n is the number of ion-exchange cycles. Catalysts
prepared by competitive exchange (co-exchange) are denoted by an asterisk (*). Conventional Ni2+
ion-exchange cycle was conducted as follows: The parent Beta zeolite was exchanged with 10
mL/g of 0.1M aqueous Ni(NO3)2 solution at 70°C for 4 h [5]. After exchange, the solid was
recovered by filtration, washed with deionized water, and dried overnight in air at 120°C. The
initial pH values of the exchange solutions in contact with H-, Na- and NH4-Beta zeolites were
3.0, 4.0 and 4.5, respectively. Co-exchanged catalysts were prepared as described above except: a
10-fold excess of NaNO3 (or NH4NO3) to Ni(NO3)2 was used, and the initial pH of the exchange
solution was adjusted to 7 by dropwise addition of 0.1M NaOH (or NH4OH) after contact with the
zeolite powder. After the final ion-exchange cycle, each catalyst was calcined at 500°C in 1 L/min
of flowing air for 4 h. Ni loadings (on a dry basis) were determined by inductively coupled plasmaoptical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) at Galbraith Laboratories.

3.3.2. Catalyst Characterization
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas were obtained from N2 adsorptiondesorption isotherms measured at 77 K using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020c instrument. The
procedures for H2 temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) and NH3 temperature-programmed
(TPD) using a Micromeritics Autotherm II 2920 instrument are described in detail elsewhere
[Chapter 1]. The Ar (TPR) and He (TPD) flow rates were 50 sccm, and the process effluents were
monitored by TCD and/or QMS. Briefly, TPR measurements were made after in situ catalyst
pretreatment in flowing He at 300°C for 1 h, cooling to 0°C (or 20°C), switching the flow to 5%
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H2/Ar, waiting for 45 min to achieve a stable baseline, and ramping to 800°C at 10°C/min. TPD
measurements were made after in situ catalyst pretreatment in flowing He at 500°C for 30 min,
cooling to 100°C, switching the flow to 1% NH3/He (ARC gases), exposing the catalyst for 20
min, switching the flow back to He for 60 min to remove physisorbed NH3, and ramping to 700°C
at 10°C/min.
DRIFT spectra were recorded using a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer equipped with
an MCT detector, a Harrick Praying Mantis accessory, and in situ reaction cell. Catalysts were
pretreated in situ by heating to 350 oC at 10 oC/min in flowing He and holding for 1 h. After cooling
to 20oC, a baseline spectrum was recorded at 2 cm-1 resolution using 128 scans. The catalyst was
saturated at 20°C using pulses of 99.999% CO, and another spectrum taken for analysis of the
carbonyl region.

3.3.3. Ethylene Oligomerization
EO catalyst testing was conducted using a fixed-bed flow reactor with on-line GC analysis,
as described in detail elsewhere [Chapter 1]. For integral conversion experiments, 500 mg of
catalyst were loaded and activated at 300°C in flowing N2 for 1 h. The reactor was then cooled to
20°C, pressurized to 11 bar (absolute) with ethylene (Airgas, 99.5%) and ramped to 225°C. An
ethylene flow rate of 20.5 sccm gave a WHSV of 3 h-1. EO products were analyzed by an on-line
GC-FID, and conversion calculated as: total product GC area/(total product GC area + ethylene
GC area). In another set of experiments designed to yield differential (<10%) conversion levels,
100 mg of catalyst were loaded and activated at 500°C in flowing N2 for 1 h. The reactor was then
cooled to 20°C, pressurized to 26 bar (absolute), and heated to 120°C; the ethylene WHSV was
15 h-1.
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3.4. Results and Discussion
3.4.1. Catalyst Compositions
Ni loadings and BET surface areas of the Ni-Beta catalysts are presented in Table 1. All
catalysts display surface areas of 530 (+/-40) m2/g, with a slight trend of decreasing surface area
with increasing Ni loading. The impact of parent cation on the Ni loadings of catalysts prepared
by ion exchange of H- and Na-Beta (in the absence of co-exchange cations and pH adjustment) is
clearly demonstrated. We infer that lower loadings are obtained by Ni2+ exchange of H-Beta
because of FAl hydrolysis. In H-Beta, ~20% of the Si-O(H)-Al moieties are hydrolyzed generating
octahedrally coordinated Al3+ species that are only partially associated with the zeolite framework
and do not provide exchange sites [24]. Although this process is reversible thermally, it reduces
the ion-exchange capacity of H-Beta when compared to Na-Beta. The presence of mono- or
divalent cations protects FAl species, especially FAl pairs, preventing formation of “frameworkassociated” Al3+ species [11]. Consequently, we infer that the co-exchanged Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)*
catalyst has a marginally higher loading than Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) because of the stabilizing effect
of NH4+ ions on FAl species (especially proximal pairs). In contrast, the Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)*
catalyst contains only 1.08 wt.% Ni suggesting that competitive exchange of NH4+-Beta suppresses
Ni2+ uptake. Similarly, a large excess of Na+ in solution decreases the fraction of exchange
positions occupied by Ni2+ ions in the Ni-Na-Beta (H+-nx)*, n = 1, 4 when compared to Ni-NaBeta (H+-nx), n = 1, 4.
Molar Ni and Na concentrations for catalysts prepared from Na-Beta are shown in Table
2. The Na+ concentration of Na-Beta (~0.9 mmol/gcat) was used as an estimate of the FAl
concentration (monovalent exchange capacity). This value is in very good agreement with that
determined by temperature-programmed decomposition of NH4-Beta [Chapter 1]; however, it is
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Table 3.1: Properties of Ni-Beta catalysts prepared by ion exchange and quantitative results of
H2 TPR and NH3 TPD analyses.

a

Catalyst

Coexchange
cation

Ni
Loading
(wt. %)

SBET
(m2/g)a

Ni/FAl
molar
ratiob

TPR
H/Ni ratio

NH3/Ni
ratioc

Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)

–

1.60

553

0.33

1.63

0.77

Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x)

–

1.20

523

0.24

0.56

0.84

Ni-H-Beta (H +-4x)*

NH4+

1.91

549

0.39

2.05

0.87

Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)*

NH4+

1.08

570

0.22

1.52

1.08

Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x)

–

2.67

537

0.51

1.92

0.68

Ni-H-Beta (Na+-1x)

–

2.35

528

0.45

1.99

0.74

Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)*

Na+

1.54

558

0.29

2.09

0.16

Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)*

Na+

0.97

565

0.18

1.94

0.14

b

Based on exchangeable FAl count from NH4-Beta TPDE TPR pretreatment temperature in
c

d

He Calculated from NH3 TPD 550°C peak Calculated from TPD 550°C H2/N2 peak

only 65% of the total Al content (~1.4 mmol/g) based on the manufacturer’s specification. The
FAl site occupancy was computed as the sum of the concentrations (mmol/g) of charge-balancing
cations detected by ICP-AES (i.e., Ni2+, Na+) as a fraction of the FAl concentration. No assumption
was made regarding proximal FAl pairs or the Ni/FAl ratio. Alternatively, the last column in Table
2 was computed assuming divalent exchange of Ni2+ and monovalent exchange of Na+. These data
clearly indicate non-stoichiometric exchange (so-called over-exchange) of zeolite Beta. The
Ni/FAl molar ratio for Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x) might suggest bare Ni2+ ions (bonded only to
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Table 3.2: Site balance for Ni-Na-Beta catalysts prepared by ion exchange.
Catalyst

Ni
(mmol/g)

Na
(mmol/g)

-

0.90

100

100

Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x)

0.46

0.10

62

113

Ni-H-Beta (Na+-1x)

0.40

0.17

63

108

Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)*

0.26

0.67

105

132

Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)*

0.17

0.68

94

113

Na-Beta

a

FAl site
occupancy
(%)a

Extent of
exchange (%)

Basis: FAl = 0.90 mmol/g.

framework oxygen atoms) occupy divalent exchange sites (proximal FAl pairs). However, the
presence of residual Na+ cannot be disregarded and suggests that at least some Ni2+ exist in a
monovalent form, such as [NiOH]+. Characterization results (vide infra) indicate that BAS are also
present; however, their precise concentration is not known. In contrast, BAS were not detected for
Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* meaning that FAl sites are charge balanced only by Na+ or Ni2+ cations.
Because each Na+ ion can only charge balance 1 FAl, the unambiguous conclusion is that Ni2+ ions
must balance FAl units at a ratio of 1:1 (i.e., monovalent exchange involving Ni2+-oxo complexes).
For Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)*, the lower Ni concentration and equivalent Na concentration compared
to the 4x catalyst suggest that bare Ni2+ ions are also present.

3.4.2. Baseline DRIFT Spectra
DRIFT spectra in the OH stretching (vOH ) region for selected Ni-Beta catalysts are shown
in Figure 1. Peaks at 3746, 3660 and 3610 cm-1 corresponding to external (terminal) silanol groups,
extra-framework aluminum (EFAl) and isolated BAS, respectively [26], are observed for H-Beta
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(Fig. 1A). In addition, a weak very-high-frequency (VHF) band at 3782 cm-1 is detected that
typically is attributed to tri-coordinate framework-associated Al3+ species [27]. Irrespective of
parent cation, the Ni-H-Beta catalysts exhibit these vOH peaks, except the VHF band, but there are
intensity differences. The Ni-H-Beta catalysts prepared by Ni2+/NH4+ co-exchange display
markedly weaker EFAl peaks than catalysts prepared by the standard preparation method. This
finding is consistent with the hypothesis that NH4+ ions protect FAl species from hydrolysis.
Framework-associated Al3+ species can be returned to a tetrahedral framework position upon
heating, but they may also be irreversibly extracted generating EFAl [28]. The isolated BAS peaks
of the Ni-H-Beta catalysts are only slightly less intense than H-Beta. Considering the Ni/FAl ratios,
if bare Ni2+ occupying exchange sites were the predominant species it might be expected that the
BAS concentration would be reduced substantially compared to H-Beta. The 3610-cm-1 band
reflects primarily isolated BAS (i.e., not associated with a FAl pair) that do not participate in

Figure 3.1: v(OH) DRIFT spectra after pre-treatment at 350°C for 1h in flowing He. A: (a)
Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) (b) Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)* (c) Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* (d) H-Beta. B: (a) NiH-Beta (Na+-1x) (b) Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* (c) Na-Beta.
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divalent cation exchange. For example, divalent exchange of zeolite Beta with Co2+ has been
reported to result in an insignificant reduction in 3610-cm-1 peak intensity [20]. Comparing Ni-HBeta (H+-4x)* and Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)*, the former exhibits nearly double the Ni loading
without any apparent difference in 3610-cm-1 peak intensity, which could be explained by the latter
containing bare Ni2+ ions (Ni/FAl=0.5) and the former monovalent [NiOH]+ or [Ni-O-Ni]2+ species
(Ni/FAl = 1).
The vOH spectrum (Fig. 1B) of Na-Beta contains bands at 3746, 3732, and 3660 cm-1 that
are assigned to external silanol groups, internal silanol groups, and EFAl, respectively. Comparing
the spectra of Ni-H-Beta (Na+-1x) and Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)*, the former exhibits an isolated BAS
peak and the latter does not, confirming that catalysts prepared by Ni2+ ion exchange of Na-Beta
followed by calcination exhibit Bronsted acidity although they contain Ni2+ and Na+ counterions
[6]. In contrast, co-exchange with an excess of Na+ ions eliminated essentially all the isolated BAS

Figure 3.2: TOT DRIFT spectra after pre-treatment at 350°C for 1h in flowing He.
A: (a) Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) (b) Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x) (c) Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)* (d) Ni-HBeta (NH4+-4x)* (e) H-Beta. B: (a) Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x) (b) Ni-H-Beta (Na+-1x) (c)
Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* (d) Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)* (e) Na-Beta.
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in Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)*. As such, this catalyst was employed to ascertain whether or not BAS are
required for the formation of the EO active site (vide infra).
The Ni-exchanged Beta catalysts display antisymmetric T-O-T framework vibrations that
are red-shifted into the 900-1000 cm-1 ‘transmission window’ (Figure 2). These bands evidence
perturbations arising from bonding of bare Ni2+ ions to framework oxygen atoms [29,30]. For HBeta, a very small band is observed in the transmission window at 975 cm-1 that may result from
a transition-metal impurity (Fig. 2A). The 880-cm-1 feature has been assigned to frameworkassociated Al species corresponding to the VHF vOH peak [27]. The Ni-H-Beta spectra exhibit
prominent peaks at 945 cm-1 assigned to bare Ni2+ species, and the peak intensities roughly scale
with Ni loading. No spurious T-O-T bands are apparent in the transmission window for Na-Beta,
and two features are clearly evident for the Ni-H-Beta (Na+-nx), n = 1,4 catalysts: the
aforementioned peak at 945 cm-1 and a shoulder at 970 cm-1. The shoulder may be related to the
presence of bare Ni2+ ions in a structurally distinct exchange site [17]. The co-exchanged Ni-NaBeta (Na+-nx)* catalysts display only a single low-intensity peak at 940 cm-1 (Fig. 2B) that appears
to be slightly more intense for the 1x catalyst. These catalysts also have a comparatively low
density of Ni2+ located in the Beta channel sites (vide infra).
In summary, the standard Ni2+ ion exchange process may result in bare Ni2+ ions in
exchange sites or proximal [NiOH]+/H+ pairs that are subsequently dehydrated to bare Ni2+.
Alternatively, in the co-exchanged catalysts, formation of bridging mono (μ-oxo) Ni dimers [NiO-Ni]2+ can occur via dehydration of proximal [NiOH]+ species in FAl pair sites. Because the pH
of the co-exchange solutions was adjusted to 7 by addition of NaOH or NH4OH, this could also
result in greater hydrolysis of Ni2+ aqua complexes producing [NiOH]+ species. Dedecek and
coworkers have reported that bare Co2+ ions are located primarily in β-type sites within the zeolite
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Beta channels and γ-type sites within the hexagonal prisms [17]. The α sites only exist in
polymorph C of zeolite Beta, and commercial zeolite Beta typically comprises intergrowths of
polymorphs A and B (in nearly equal proportions) with negligible polymorph C [9]. We speculate
that the relatively large hydrated Ni2+ ions (rhyd = 0.4nm) are not able to access the hexagonal
prisms in competition with the smaller hydrated Na+ or NH4+ ions (rhyd=0.36 nm and 0.33 nm,
respectively) that are present in greater concentrations in the co-exchange solutions.

3.4.3. H2 TPR
The H2 TPR profiles for Ni-Beta catalysts pretreated in N2 at 300°C are shown in Figure 3.
The Ni-H-Beta (Na+-nx) catalysts exhibit profiles consisting of a broad main band at 550°C that
is assigned to bare Ni2+ ions in exchange positions. Moreover, the H/Ni ratios are ~2 indicating

Figure 3.3: H2 TPR profiles after pretreatment at 300°C (solid lines) or 500°C (dashed
lines) for 1h in flowing He. A: (a) Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) (b) Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x) (c) Ni-HBeta (H+-4x)* (d) Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* B: (a) Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x) (b) Ni-H-Beta (Na+1x) (c) Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* (d) Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)*.
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reduction of Ni2+ to Ni0 (Table 1, Fig. B1). Shoulders at 350 and 450°C are assigned to small
amounts of NiO and [NiOH]+, respectively [Chapter 1]. In contrast, the Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-nx)*
catalysts have dissimilar TPR profiles. The Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)* catalyst exhibits a broad peak
at 600°C assigned to bare Ni2+ ions and a shoulder at 450°C assigned to [NiOH]+ species. The
TCD signal does not return to baseline at 800°C; however, the H/Ni ratio is nearly 2. In contrast,
Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* exhibits a main band at 480°C that we tentatively assign to mono(μ-oxo)
bridging Ni dimers [Ni-O-Ni]2+ [16]. We suggest that [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers form via dehydration of
adjacent [NiOH]+ moieties during calcination. Thus, bare Ni2+and [Ni-O-Ni]2+ both require
exchange of two Na+ ions. The presence of [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers may explain why although Ni-NaBeta (Na+-1x)* and Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* have the same Na loading, the latter has a higher Ni
loading.
The Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x) catalyst presents an unusual case since there are no clear reduction
peaks besides that owing to NiO. This would seem to contradict the results of TOT and CO
DRIFTS (vide infra) that show clear evidence of bare Ni2+ ions. Difficult-to-reduce Ni2+ species
have been reported in Ni-ZSM-5 [32], but autoreduction may offer a more likely explanation [33].
Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) displays TPR peaks assigned to bare Ni2+ in exchange sites (predominant
consistent with T-O-T spectrum), [NiOH]+ and NiO species. In contrast, Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)*
exhibits a significant broad peak at 500°C that we assign to [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers and a peak at
680°C indicative of bare Ni2+ ions in exchange positions. The NiO component appears to be
negligible in this catalyst. Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* appears to contain only bare Ni2+ ions in
exchange positions and NiO species. The H/Ni ratios for Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x and 4x) are <2, but
consistent with the values obtained previously for catalysts prepared by the standard ion exchange
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process [Chapter 1]. In contrast, the H/Ni ratio for Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)* is ~2. The lower H/Ni ratio
for Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* could result from autoreduction of Ni2+ species during calcination [33].
In addition, TPR profiles for some catalysts following pretreatment at 500°C are presented;
these catalysts had been stored in a desiccator for up to 1 year prior to use; however, the TPR
profiles are qualitatively similar to the freshly prepared catalysts after pretreatment at 300°C.

3.4.4. NH3 TPD
The NH3 TPD spectra of Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x) and Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* are compared to
those of H-Beta and Na-Beta in Fig. 4A. H-Beta displays bands at 200°C and 350°C assigned to
Al3+ Lewis acid sites (LAS) and BAS, respectively (see Fig. B2) [35]. Na-Beta displays one broad
band at 250°C that we infer can be resolved into components assigned to Al3+ LAS at ~190°C and
Na+ LAS at ~290°C. H-Beta and Na-Beta exhibit very similar quantities of total NH3 desorption
(~1 mmol/gcat). TPD difference spectra (Fig. 4B) were created by subtracting the Na-Beta spectrum
from the others. The H-Beta difference spectrum exhibits a negative peak at 280°C assigned to
Na+ LAS and a positive peak at 400°C assigned to BAS that are of approximately equal areas.

Figure 3.4: A: NH3 TPD profiles measured by TCD after pre-treatment at
500°C for 1h in flowing He B: TPD difference profiles referenced to Na-Beta.
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Corroborating the results of v(OH) DRIFTS, the Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x) catalyst clearly displays
BAS, whereas Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* does not. Both Ni-containing samples exhibit new peaks at
~180°C consistent with EFAl generation and negative peaks at ~300°C resulting from loss of Na+
ions. Additionally, both catalysts exhibit bands at 550°C assigned to NH3 desorption from Ni2+
LAS, as reported elsewhere [41]. In the case of Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x), the peak is comparatively
large and broad compared to that of Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)*, even when taking the Ni loading of
the two samples into account. The shape of the Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* peak suggests that the
coordination environment of these Ni2+ ions is well defined and that there is little site-to-site
variation. The NH3 TPD peaks at 550°C consist mainly of H2 and N2 resulting from NH3
decomposition, as evidenced by on-line QMS.

3.5: Ni-H-Beta NH3 TPD profiles measured by TCD and QMS after pre-treatment at
500°C for 1h in flowing He. NH3 tracked by m/z=17, H2 tracked by m/z=2, N2 tracked by
m/z=28.
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The NH3 TPD spectra of the Ni-H-Beta and Ni-Na-Beta catalysts measured by on-line
QMS are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The Ni-H-Beta catalysts exhibit a shoulder at
~350°C associated with BAS. The region also contains contributions from coordinatively
unsaturated FAl and EFAl species making quantitative analysis prohibitively difficult. Only the
Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)* catalyst (which has the highest loading) produced significant H2 + N2
desorption. The molar H2/N2 ratio was 1.66, rather than 3 as expected for stoichiometric NH3
decomposition which suggests hydrogen consumption in the reduction of Ni2+ ions. The other NiH-Beta catalysts exhibited broad NH3 desorption bands centered around 600°C. The NH3 TPD
spectra of Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x) and Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x) are similar to that of Ni-H-Beta (H+4x)* evidencing BAS and substantial H2 + N2 peaks with a H2/N2 ratios of 1.72 and 1.79,

Figure 3.6: Ni-Na-Beta NH3 TPD profiles measured by TCD and QMS after pretreatment at 500°C for 1h in flowing He. NH3 tracked by m/z=17, H2 tracked by m/z=2,
N2 tracked by m/z=28.
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respectively. The Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)* catalyst exhibits an unusually shaped desorption profile
suggesting multiple NH3 species desorbing at <400°C, but there is negligible NH3 desorption at
>500°C, and no N2 (or H2) desorption is detected. Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* exhibits little evidence
of BAS and a very narrow H2 + N2 band with a H2/N2 ratio of 0.68. The low H2/N2 ratio could be
interpreted as indicating much greater autoreduction via NH3 decomposition that in the case of NiNa-Beta (Na+-4x)
The adsorbed NH3/Ni ratios calculated from the QMS data by atomic nitrogen balance are
presented in Table 1. Any molecular NH3 desorption above 480°C was considered to associated
with Ni2+ LAS. Additionally, the amount of NH3 decomposed was calculated by the integrated N2
peaks. Most of the catalysts have NH3/Ni ratios in the 0.7-0.9 range; only Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)*
has a ratio >1. These data suggest that a significant majority of the extra-framework Ni2+ ions
comprise accessible LAS that adsorb NH3. The Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-nx)* catalysts are exceptions that
have much lower NH3/Ni ratios suggesting that a majority of Ni2+ ions are either inaccessible to
NH3 or are weak LAS. The latter hypothesis could explain the breadth of the low-temperature
NH3 TPD peak—especially for Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)*. Regardless of parent or co-cation,
concomitant H2 + N2 desorption (as opposed to simple NH3 desorption) appears to correlate with
higher Ni loading suggesting that neighboring Ni2+ sites are required. Clearly, two NH3 molecules
are required for stoichiometric decomposition to H2 + N2. We speculate that NH3 decomposition
occurs over [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers with each Ni2+ coordinating 1 NH3. This could explain the loading
effect or perhaps Ni2+ ions located in certain exchange sites are inaccessible to NH3. Based on
TPR, the Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)* catalyst contains bridging dimers in relative abundance, but this
catalyst yields only a small H2 + N2 desorption peak in NH3 TPD. These results will be considered
again in the next section.
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3.4.5. CO DRIFTS
CO DRIFT spectra recorded after in situ catalyst pretreatment at 350°C and subsequent CO
adsorption at 20°C are shown in Fig. 7. Each spectrum was contains bands at 2211 and 2203 cm-1
due to CO adsorbed on Ni2+ ions [31,36]. No catalyst showed a significant contribution from bands
at ~2190 cm-1 or ~2150 cm-1, assigned respectively to SiO2-grafted Ni2+ and NiO. The 2211-cm-1
peak is dominant for the Ni-H-Beta catalysts as shown in Fig. 7A. The Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-nx)*
catalysts displayed bands at 2178 cm-1 assigned to Na+ LAS and roughly equal contributions from
the two components [37]. The Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x and 1x) (which contain residual Na+) also
display very minor bands at this frequency. The spectra were fitted using a Lorentzian line shape
while maintaining a constant FWHM for each peak; the numerical results are shown in Table 3
(deconvolutions shown Fig. B3). The 2211-and 2203-cm-1 bands are assigned to CO interacting
with Ni2+ ions occupying structurally distinct ion-exchange positions within the zeolite Beta
structure [Chapter 1]. Briefly, the 2211-cm-1 band is assigned to Ni2+ in the β site, where they are

Figure 3.7: CO DRIFT spectra after pre-treatment at 350°C for 1h in flowing He and
saturation adsorption of CO at 20°C. A: Ni-H-Beta catalysts B: Ni-Na-Beta catalysts.
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coordinated to three framework oxygen atoms via a trigonal planar geometry and accessible via
the channels. The 2203-cm-1 band is assigned to Ni2+ ions in the γ site, where they are coordinated
to 6 framework oxygen atoms of the Beta hexagonal cage (3 each from opposite 6-membered
rings) in a pseudo-octahedral geometry [19]. We assigned the 2211-cm-1 band to the β-site Ni2+
ions because their lower oxygen coordination number implies the ions should would have greater
Lewis acidity resulting in a higher CO stretching frequency [38]. The total carbonyl area exhibits
an excellent linear correlation with Ni loading as illustrated in Fig. 8. This correlation suggests

Table 3.3: Results of CO DRIFT spectral deconvolutions, total Ni2+-carbonyl peak area and
quantitative results of EO performed at T=120°C, P=26 bar and WHSV=15 h-1

Catalyst

CO DRIFTS peak area
fractions

CO DRIFTS
peak areas
(KMU/cm)

EO rate x10 -5
(molC2/gcats)

EO
TOF
(h-1)

2011
cm-1

2203
cm-1

Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)

0.71

0.29

12.4

1.76

258

Ni-H-Beta (H+-1x)

0.91

0.09

11.3

1.27

248

Ni-H-Beta (H +-4x)*

0.86

0.14

15.6

2.27

279

Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)*

0.91

0.09

7.8

0.52

112

Ni-H-Beta (Na+-4x)

0.68

0.32

23.5

3.13

275

Ni-H-Beta (Na+-1x)

0.71

0.29

19.8

2.62

279

Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-4x)*

0.51

0.49

13.6

0.20

30

Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)*

0.53

0.47

14.1

0.41

100
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That all the extra-framework Ni2+ ions (or a fixed percentage) chemisorb CO with a 1:1
stoichiometry. The low-loading Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)* catalyst is the obvious outlier having a
carbonyl area much larger than would be expected based on its Ni loading. We infer from the
DRIFTS results (Table 3) that the distribution of Ni2+ ions between the two exchange sites depends
on the preparation procedure. For catalysts prepared by conventional ion exchange, Ni-Na-Beta
(Na+-nx) and Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx), fractional population of the 2203 cm-1 band increased with Ni
loading. For example, the 2203-cm-1 fraction in the Ni-H-Beta (H+-nx) catalyst increases
substantially between the 1st and 4th exchanges. This trend suggests that Ni2+ ions will selectively
populate the β sites in the channels in preference to the γ sites. The co-exchanged Ni-H-Beta (H+4x)* and Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* catalysts exhibit increased population of the 2211-cm-1 peak. On

Figure 3.8: Correlation of Ni2+ carbonyl total area with Ni loading.
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the other hand, co-exchanged Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-nx)* catalysts have similar ~50% site occupancies
after 1 and 4 exchange cycles. Although there is still a trend of increased 2203-cm-1 population
with Ni loading, catalysts prepared by NH4+ co-exchange demonstrate a clear tendency selectively
occupy the β site, and those prepared by Na+ co-exchange, the γ site. This increased tendency to
occupy the γ site results largely from a lower density of Ni2+ ions in the β sites, which we infer
relates to the presence of co-exchange cations (Na+ or NH4+) in the exchange solution. These ions
exhibit smaller hydrated radii than Ni2+; which biases ion exchange onto the less-coordinated β
site. In the case of Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)* and Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)*, NH4+ ions are converted to
protons during calcination which are clearly far smaller than bare Ni2+, which remain at the β
position. Considering Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-nx)*, the dehydrated Na+ ion is larger than the bare Ni2+
ion, so it is not unreasonable to assume Ni2+ would migrate to the γ position, particularly
considering that 2 Na+ ions are required to charge-balance a FAl pair. The mobility of Ni2+ ions

Figure 3.9: A: Correlation between total NH3 adsorption before TPD and total Ni loading B:
Correlation between total NH3 adsorption before TPD and Ni loading in the β site as
determined by CO DRIFTS
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hosted in zeolites has been previously reported [39]. Apparently, preferential occupation of either
site does not hinder the ability to form [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers.
In addition, the quantity of Ni2+ ions occupying the β position scales almost directly with
the quantity of NH3 adsorbed during TPD (both measured in mmol/g), as demonstrated in Figure
9. This correlation strongly suggests that Ni2+ ions in the γ site do not adsorb NH3, either because
they are inaccessible or because the high coordination number results in reduced Lewis acidity
compared to β Ni2+ ions. A Ni2+ site with reduced accessibility or Lewis acidity may be less active
for the EO reaction, which will be taken into consideration when assessing the results of EO.

3.4.6. EO Catalysis
Ethylene conversions and oligomer distributions for fresh catalysts tested at 225°C and 11
bar with a WHSV = 3 h-1 are presented in Figures 10. Considering the Ni-Na-Beta catalysts,
ethylene conversion increased with Ni loading from 25% in Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x)* to 57% in NiH-Beta (Na+-4x). The Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-nx)* catalysts are clearly active demonstrating
unambiguously, in combination with characterization evidence presented herein, that BAS are not
required for the formation of the Ni-ethyl EO active center. The BAS-free catalysts display a
Schulz-Flory distribution of C4-C10 oligomers and selectivity to cis- and trans-butene in line with
that for the BAS-containing catalysts, indicating that Ni2+ sites perform alkene internal
isomerization reactions, while BAS are responsible for branching isomerization [14]. The Ni-HBeta (Na+-nx) catalysts display lower selectivity to C4s, which might be expected considering their
higher conversion [5,21]. However, the activity of BAS is apparent given the presence of oddnumbered oligomers and non-Schulz-Flory distribution of C6-C10 oligomers [40]. For example,
Ni-H-Beta (Na+-1x) exhibits a higher selectivity to C10 than C8, which in turn is higher than
selectivity to C6. For reactions operating in an integral regime, correct interpretation of
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conversions and product distributions over bifunctional catalysts is challenging. This is
particularly true for ion-exchanged zeolites, since an increase in the concentration of primary EO
sites (Ni2+ species) necessitates a decrease in the concentration of secondary sites (BAS), and vice
versa.
The Ni-H-Beta catalysts also exhibit EO conversions that increase with Ni loading.
However Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* exhibits remarkably high conversion and selectivity to C8 and
C10 relative to its 1.08 wt.% Ni loading. Similar to the Ni-Na-Beta series, higher conversion
generally results in lower selectivity to butenes, but Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* and Ni-H-Beta (H+-

Figure 3.10: Conversion and selectivities for EO carried out at T=225°C, P=11bara pure
ethylene and WHSV=3/h. A+B Ni-Na-Beta catalysts C+D Ni-H-Beta catalysts
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1x) exhibit elevated C6-C10 selectivities compared to Ni-H-Beta (H4+-4x)* and Ni-H-Beta (H+4x) respectively, and higher selectivity to odd-numbered oligomers. This distribution could be a
result of the elevated concentrations of BAS demonstrated by these catalysts, as inferred from Ni
loading. These catalysts also exhibit the highest selectivity to isobutene relative to all butenes. In
all cases, isobutene represented the smallest butene fraction by a considerable margin (Fig.11).
The cis-C4/trans-C4 ratio was almost invariant with EO conversion, and the ratio of 1-C4/(cisC4+trans-C4) decreased slightly as conversion increased. Collectively, these results suggest that
internal oligomers are products of the primary oligomerization reaction which occurs over Ni2+
sites, and branching isomerization occurs over BAS.
To suppress the activity of BAS and measure rates at differential conversion, EO reactions
were carried out at 26 bar, 120°C and WHSV=15 h-1 on catalysts pretreated in situ at 500°C. The
higher pretreatment temperature was used to ensure removal of moisture from catalyst after storage
in a desiccator for up to 1 year. TPR indicates no substantial differences in Ni2+ speciation between
these catalysts and freshly prepared catalysts activated at 300°C. For most catalysts, these
conditions result in <10% conversion, as intended. EO reaction rates (expressed as ethylene

Figure 3.11: Butene selectivities as a function of EO conversion at T=225°C, P=11bara pure
ethylene and WHSV=3/h. A: Internal cis-butene and trans-butene B: 1-butene and isobutene.
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consumption) and turnover frequencies (assuming all Ni detected by ICP-AES are active) are
presented in Table 3. EO rates versus total Ni loading and versus 2011 cm-1 Ni2+-carbonyl area are
shown in Figure 12A and 12B respectively. The trendline of neither series passes through the
origin indicating that some Ni2+ species, such as NiO, are inactive. This reaction may also be masstransfer limited, as exhibited Henry et al. (2018) who synthesized Ni-H-Beta by conventional ion
exchange of nano- and micro-crystalline H-Beta [6]. Their macrocrystalline Ni-H-Beta (also begun
with Zeolyst material) exhibited an EO rate (~1.5x10-5 molC2/gcats at 25 bar and 120°C) in very
good agreement with Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x) presented herein, similarly prepared and loaded with Ni.
However, their nanocrystalline analogue was approximately twice as active. In addition, their
nanocrystalline Ni-H-Beta catalyst with ~4 wt.% Ni loading exhibited a rate of ~ 2.5x10-5
molC2/gcats, in fair agreement with Ni-H-Beta (Na+-1x and 4x). Seufitelli et al. (2021) reported
rates of ~3.5x10-5 molC2/gcats at 107°C and 26 bar with Ni-H-Beta catalysts prepared by incipient
wetness impregnation of Zeolyst H-Beta (~4 wt.% Ni loading) [7].

Figure 3.12: A: Correlation between EO rate and total Ni loading B: Correlation between
EO rate and 2011 cm-1 (β site) Ni2+-carbonyl area
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Considering Figure 12A, the general trend is EO conversion increasing with Ni loading, as
would be expected, notwithstanding the three obvious outliers. Contained among the outliers are
the Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x and 4x)* catalysts. The quality of the correlation improves when
comparing EO rate instead with 2011 cm-1 carbonyl area, suggesting these carbonyls are
characteristic of the true EO active sites and that the 2203 cm-1 carbonyl band indicates Ni2+ which
are, at the very least, less active. Earlier, we assigned the 2011 cm-1 band to Ni2+ in the channelaccessible β sites and the 2203 cm-1 band to the highly-coordinated γ site. It is unclear if the reduced
reactivity of γ Ni2+ is the result of reduced accessibility or Lewis acid strength relative to β Ni2+.
The strong correlation between total NH3 desorption and Ni2+ β-site population suggests γ Ni2+ are
less accessible, even to small adsorbate molecules like NH3 (Fig. 9). The presence of [Ni-O-Ni]2+
dimers does not seem to have a deleterious effect on EO activity, as long as the majority of Ni2+
are located in the β site. For example, Ni-H-Beta (NH4+-4x)* and Ni-H-Beta (H+-4x)* are both
highly active and exhibit similar β exchange site occupancies, but the latter exhibits a substantial
fraction of bridge sites whereas the former exhibits mostly bare Ni2+. On the other hand, similar
comparison can be made between “outlier” Ni-Na-Beta (Na+-1x and 4x)* catalysts, which display
a substantial population of γ-site Ni2+. In this case the higher loading catalyst, which we infer
displays [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers, exhibits lower EO activity. It this stage it is not obvious why Ni-NaBeta (Na+-1x and 4x)* catalysts display such fair EO activity at 225°C and 11 bar, or why Ni-HBeta (NH4+)* displays low activity at 120°C and 26 bar.

3.5. Conclusions
We prepared Ni-H-Beta and Ni-Na-Beta catalysts, both by conventional aqueous Ni2+ ion
exchange and by co-exchange with a large excess of the parent cation (or parent cation precursor).
The choice of synthesis route has a substantial impact on Ni2+ surface concentration, location and
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speciation. DRIFT spectra in the v(OH) region indicates the degree of surface Bronsted acidity, as
well as FAl stability during ion-exchange. DRIFT spectroscopy of adsorbed CO allows the
identification of Ni2+ ions occupying structurally-distinct ion exchange sites, and H2 TPR is able
to distinguish between different Ni2+ species. NH3 TPD provides another measure of surface
acidity, but also suggests differing accessibilities of Ni2+ ions located in the distinct exchange site
of zeolite Beta. The catalysts were tested under integral and differential EO conditions. The results
can be summarized as follows.
• Na+ co-exchange of Na-Beta results in a BAS-free Ni-Na-Beta catalyst, although an excess
of Na+ ions in the exchange solution suppresses the uptake of Ni2+. Under integral
conditions, Ni-Na-Beta exhibits good EO activity relative to its weight loading, suggesting
that BAS are not required in the formation of the EO active site.
• Ni-H-Beta prepared by NH4+ co-exchange of H-Beta results in a higher Ni loading than
conventional Ni2+ ion exchange. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that
NH4+ ions lock framework Al3+ units into their tetrahedral coordination, preserving their
ability to host Ni2+ counterions.
• Ni-H-Beta catalysts prepared by co-exchange exhibit Ni2+ ions primarily occupying the β
exchange site, coordinated by oxygens from the same 6-membered ring with trigonalplanar geometry, and accessible via the Beta channels. Ni-H-Beta prepared by co-exchange
of NH4-Beta displays bare Ni2+ in exchange positions. The same catalyst prepared by coexchange of H-Beta displays bare Ni2+ and [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers.
• Ni-Na-Beta catalysts prepared by co-exchange exhibit Ni2+ ions occupying the β and γ
exchange sites, with approximately equal concentrations in both. Ni2+ therein are
coordinated by 6 framework oxygens of the hexagonal cage with a pseudo-octahedral
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geometry. Ni-Na-Beta prepared a single co-exchange of Na-Beta displays bare Ni2+ in
exchange positions, whereas fourfold exchange yields bare Ni2+ and [Ni-O-Ni]2+ dimers.
• All catalysts displayed EO activity at 225°C and 11 bar of ethylene. The EO reaction
produced C4-C10 oligomer products, although the exact distribution was a complex
function of conversion and BAS concentration. All catalysts produced a mixture of
terminal and internal butenes, the ratio of which was invariant with conversion or BAS
density; this suggests internal, as well as terminal oligomers are primary products of the
EO reaction.
• At 120°C and 26 bar, EO rate scaled approximately with total Ni loading. However, EO
activity showed an improved correlation with the magnitude of the 2011-cm-1 Ni2+carbonyl, which relates to β-site Ni2+. Ions therein may be more active than γ-site Ni2+
owing to their enhanced accessibility to reacting molecules. Catalysts displaying [Ni-ONi]2+ bridging dimers in the β-site do not exhibit comparatively low EO activity.
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Chapter 4: Ni/Siralox Ethylene Oligomerization
Catalysts: Identification of the Active Sites
by Varying Support Si/Al Ratio
4.1. Abstract
Ni/Siralox are a class of high performing Ni2+-based ethylene oligomerization (EO)
catalysts with variable support Si/Al ratios. However, active site identification is complicated by
the heterogeneity of Ni2+ speciation on the mixed-oxide surfaces. We prepared Ni/Siralox with
various Si/Al ratios by incipient wetness impregnation (IWI), to assess the impact of catalyst
support composition on Ni2+ speciation. All catalysts were characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), H2 temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), NH3
temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray mapping (HAADF-STEM EDX) and diffusereflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) before and after adsorption of CO.
The catalysts were tested in a fixed bed EO reactor at 11 bar of pure ethylene and 225°C. In
addition, the catalysts were tested with a model industrial EO feed, containing ethane, ethylene,
CO and other reactive diluents, at the previously described conditions, and at 120°C and 26 bar.
The active sites were identified as bare Ni2+ ions grafted to vicinal silanol (SiOH) groups exhibited
on the surfaces of an amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 (ASA) phase, which is demonstrated most
prominently at the surface of Siralox-70. The Brønsted acidity of these SiOH groups is enhanced
by nearby Al3+ ions that occupy the interstitial sites of SiO2. Consequently, Ni/Siralox-70 was the
most active EO catalyst investigated. Siralox-30 displays both Al2O3 and ASA at the surface and
so Ni/Siralox-30 is also significantly active, although the formation of spectator NiAl2O4 species
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hinders EO activity, on this catalyst and Ni/Siralox-5.

No sample exhibited significant

deactivation when tested with a model feed at 11 bar, but adsorption of CO at 26 bar and 120°C
had a deleterious effect on EO conversion, even after thermal reactivation at 300°C.

4.2. Introduction
In addition to methane, wet natural gas contains non-trivial concentrations of natural gas
liquids. The higher boiling points of propane and butane compared to ethane allow them to be
separated before pipeline transport and sold as liquified petroleum gas [1]. In many cases interstate
pipelines only permit the transport of dry natural gas and consequently ethane is flared, particularly
at isolated production sites [2]. Besides being a significant source of greenhouse gas emissions,
the flaring of rejected ethane is a substantial waste of a finite hydrocarbon resource [3]. The
modular conversion of ethane to easy-to-transport and highly-valuable liquid oligomers is a
promising alternative. In the proposed scheme ethylene, produced by the chemical loopingoxidative hydrogenation of ethane, is fed to a fixed bed ethylene oligomerization (EO) reactor for
conversion to C4-C12 alkenes over supported-Ni catalysts [4]. Starting with Ni supported on
amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 (ASA) in the 1980s, Ni2+ species supported on aluminosilicates such as
zeolite Beta, AlMCM-41, AlSBA-15, amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 (ASA) and SiO2-doped Al2O3 have
demonstrated excellent EO activity, favourable selectivity to liquid range (C6+) oligomers and
stability at comparatively mild conditions (T=120-250°C, PC2=10-40 bar) [5-8,37,38].
Ni/Siralox-30 prepared by incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) with aqueous Ni(NO3)2
followed by calcination has recently demonstrated excellent performance as an EO catalyst [8].
Bare Ni2+ ions grafted or ‘ion-exchanged’ to the oxide surface and <2nm NiO crystallites have
been posited as the EO active sites [8,9]. The heterogeneity of Ni2+ speciation on this support
renders correct identification of the active sites a considerable challenge, which is the focus of this
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work. The Siralox-x family of SiO2-doped Al2O3 (SDA) catalyst supports are manufactured by
anchoring a SiO2 precursor, orthosilic acid, to boehmite (AlO(OH)) followed by calcination [10].
The final SiO2 content, x, varied by adjusting the amount of SiO2 precursor during synthesis,
determines the quantity and nature of acid sites displayed on the oxide surface. Siralox materials
containing 30-70% SiO2 exhibit moderately strongly Brønsted acidic surface -OH groups (BAS)
[10]. The exact origin of the strong acidity is a matter for debate because the materials do not
display IR v(OH) bands distinct from the non-acidic silanol (SiOH) groups of SiO2 [11]. It is
evident that aluminosilicate supports in general display enhanced levels of Brønsted acidity
compared to amorphous SiO2 or commercial γ-Al2O3 [11]. Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Al2O3 prepared by IWI
are not active EO catalysts (as established in this work), suggesting that strong BAS are required
as EO active sites alongside Ni2+ species. However, the work presented in chapter 2 indicates that
while BAS perform co-oligomerization and branching isomerization of alkenes, they do not
participate in the Ni2+-catalyzed true oligomerization pathway. Therefore, Ni2+ speciation on
Siralox-x is likely the key factor determining EO activity. Surface composition and acidity will
change as a function of Siralox Si/Al ratio, so too should Ni speciation [16-19]; it is long
established that metal speciation is determined by the strength and nature of the metal-ion
precursor adsorption on the oxide surface, which in turn is a function of pH [12].
We prepared, characterized and catalytically tested Ni/Siralox-x catalysts with Si/Al ratios
ranging from 0 to 2, in order to identify the effect of support surface composition on Ni2+ speciation
and EO performance. Ni/Siralox-70, which to our knowledge has not been previously reported as
an EO catalyst, displays the highest activity level. Characterization of the Ni-containing catalysts
and calcined supports by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), H2 temperature-programmed
reduction (TPR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), NH3 temperature-programmed desorption (TPD), high-
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angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray
mapping (HAADF-STEM EDX) and diffuse-reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy
(DRIFTS) before and after adsorption of CO indicates that the EO active sites are bare Ni2+ ions
grafted to Al3+-stabilized SiO- groups which are most abundant on Siralox-70. Bulk-like NiO and
a spinel-like NiAl2O4 phase are shown to be spectator species.

4.3. Experimental
4.3.1. Catalyst Synthesis
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless stated otherwise. All gases from
Airgas unless otherwise stated. Siral-x SiO2-doped AlO(OH) (boehmite) supports were received
from Sasol and calcined at 500°C for 4h in 1 L/min of flowing air to convert to the corresponding
oxides, Siralox-x. Ni/Siralox-70, Ni/Siralox-30 and Ni/Siralox-5 catalysts were synthesized by
incipient wetness impregnation of the calcined supports with aqueous solutions of Ni(NO3)2
followed by calcination as previously described. The concentration of the Ni(NO3)2 solutions were
determined in order to yield catalysts with ~5% wt.% Ni loading. For comparison, Ni/SiO2 with a
target Ni loading of 2.5 wt.% was synthesized as described using Evonik Aerosil-300 SiO2 which
was calcined before impregnation at 500°C. Similarly, Ni/Al2O3 was synthesized with Catapal A
Al2O3 with a target Ni loading of 5 wt.%

4.3.2. Catalyst Characterization
Surface areas were determined from N2 adsorption isotherms measured at 77 K on a
Micromeritics ASAP 2020c instrument using a five-point Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
method. The protocols for performing temperature-programmed reduction with H2 (TPR) and
temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia (TPD) were described in detail in chapter 1. In
both cases the tests were performed on a Micromeritics 2920 instrument with a 50 ml/min flow
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rate and the process effluents were measured by TCD and/or QMS detectors. Briefly, TPR
measurements were taken by pre-treating the sample in situ in flowing He for 1h at 300°C, cooling
to 0°C or 20°C, switching the flow to 5% H2/Ar, waiting for 45 min to achieve a stable baseline
before ramping to 800°C or 1000 °C at 10°C/min. TPD measurements were taken by pretreating
the sample in situ in flowing He for 30 min at 500°C, cooling to 100°C, switching the flow to 1%
NH3/He (ARC3 gases), saturating the sample for 20 min, switching the flow back to He for 60 min
to remove physisorbed NH3 before ramping to 700°C at 10°C/min.
DRIFT spectra of the activated catalysts before and after CO adsorption at 20°C were taken
on a Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a Harrick Praying Mantis in situ DRIFTS
accessory. Briefly, the samples were activated in flowing He for 1 h at 350°C and then cooled to
20°C at which point at a DRIFT spectrum was taken for analysis of the v(OH) region. The sample
was then saturated with CO and another spectrum taken for analysis of the carbonyl region. X-ray
photoelectron spectra were taken with a PHI 3057 instrument equipped with spherical capacitor
analyzer and a dual-anode X-ray source, although only the Al Kα source was used in this work.
Vacuum chamber base pressure was 5x10-10 torr and binding energies were referred to the
adventitious C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. Ni 2p3/2 spectra were averaged over 50 energy scans at 29.35
eV pass energy and 0.125 eV step size. Spectra with deconvoluted with the casaXPS software,
using a Shirley background and a 30:70 Gaussian:Lorentzian peak shape. X-ray diffractograms
were taken with a Rigaku SmartLab instrument equipped with a Cu Kα source (λ=0.1542 nm).
HAAFD-STEM images with EDX mapping were kindly taken by the NCSU Analytical
Instrumentation Facility. The images and EDX data were acquired on a ThermoFisher Titan
instrument operated at 200 kV with probe currents between 75 pA (for imaging) and 500 pA (for
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EDX acquisition). Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) analyses
of catalyst Ni loadings were carried out at Galbraith Laboratories.

4.3.3. Ethylene Oligomerization
EO tests were carried out in a fixed bed flow reactor as described in detail in chapter 1.
Briefly, 250mg of catalyst were loaded and activated for 1h at 300°C in flowing N2. The reactor
was then cooled to 20°C, pressurized to 11 bar with pure ethylene and ramped to 225°C at which
point the reaction was allowed to proceed. An ethylene flow rate of 20 sccm gave a WHSV of 6 h1

. EO products were analyzed by an on-line GC-FID and conversion calculated as: total product

GC area/(total product GC area + ethylene GC area). Another set of reactions was performed with
an identical activation and start-up procedure, but with a simulated ‘model’ industrial feed with
the following composition by volume: ethylene (44%), ethane (44%,) ethane (4.5%), H2 (2%),
CO2 (4.5%) CO (0.1%), propylene (0.9%). These values are representative of a modelled EO
reactor feed as part of an ethane-to-liquid process proposed by Neal et al. (2020), in which the
oligomerizer is located downstream of an ethane-oxidative dehydrogenation reactor [4]. Ethane is
unconverted from the first reactor; ethylene is the main product and all other components are byproducts. In these tests the catalyst mass was 250 mg and the total flow rate was 40 sccm to give
a weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) with respect to ethylene of ~5.3 h-1. For comparison, runs
were performed with 40 sccm of 50/50 v/v.% ethylene/N2 mixture to give a WHSV of 6 h-1 with
respect to ethylene. The reactions were performed either at 225°C and 11 bar as just described, or
120°C and 26 bar, giving ethylene partial pressures (PC2) of 5.5 or 13 bar (in the case of C2/N2 mix
feed), and 4.8 or 11.4 bar (in the case of the simulated feed).
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4.4. Results and Discussion
4.4.1. Catalyst Properties
Textural properties and Ni loadings are discussed in this section; surface and bulk Si/Al
ratios, and TPR H/Ni ratios will be discussed in relation to the results of XPS and TPR respectively
(Table 1). The catalysts have within 10% of the intended Ni loadings. The Ni-containing catalysts
exhibit lower surface areas and total pore volumes than the corresponding supports. The extent of
surface area loss can broadly be attributed to pore volume filling by Ni species. Total pore volume
loss upon introduction of Ni increased with support Si/Al ratio. Ni/Siralox-70 demonstrates by far
the most substantial loss, which could be attributed to NiO crystallites. Ni/Siralox-5 and
Ni/Siralox-70 display 15-nm mesopores whilst Ni/Siralox-30 displays 10 nm; in all cases these
values are very similar to the corresponding support.

Table 4.1: Catalyst and support textural properties, Ni loadings, and quantitative TPR results.
Catalyst

BET surface
area

(m2/g)

BJH pore size
(nm)

Total pore
volume

(cm3/g) a

Ni loading
(wt. %)

TPR H/Ni

Ni/SiO2

269

23

1.45

~2.5 b

2

SiO2

262

26

1.40

-

-

Ni/Siralox-70

289

15

1.16

4.99

2.04

Siralox-70

356

16

1.50

-

-

Ni/Siralox-30

350

10

0.79

4.50

2.31

Siralox-30

457

10

0.90

-

-

Ni/Siralox-5

234

15

0.65

4.58

1.89

Siralox-5

275

15

0.71

-

-

Ni/Al2O3

224

6

0.41

4.80

2.15

Al2O3

316

6

0.55

-

-

a

Measured at P/Po = 0.99. b Intended Ni wt.% loading from incipient wetness impregnation
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4.4.2. XRD and HAADF-STEM EDX
X-ray diffractograms for the supports and corresponding catalysts are shown in Figure 1.
Calcined boehmite, Ni/Al2O3, Siralox-5 and Ni/Siralox-5 show peaks characteristic of γ-Al2O3 at
37°, 46° and 68° [13]. There are no discernable differences between the Ni-containing catalysts
and the corresponding supports. Siralox-30 and Ni/Siralox-30 are nearly identical, displaying
broad and low-intensity bands of γ-Al2O3 as well as a fourth very broad and low intensity feature
at 25° indicative of amorphous SiO2. This observation indicates that SiO2 forms a distinct bulk
phase in Siralox-30. SiO2 displays only a large and broad band at 25°, similar to Siralox-70, which
also displays a barely visible γ-Al2O3 band at 68°. Visible in Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Siralox-70, small
peaks at 37°, 42° and 53° correspond to the [111], [200] and [220] facets of NiO, respectively [14].
This suggests Ni(NO3)2 molecules interacting the SiO2 surface following IWI form NiO crystallites
during calcination.

Figure 4.1: X-ray diffractograms for Ni/Siralox-x catalysts, Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Al2O3 compared to
calcined supports.
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Figure 4.2: HAADF-STEM images with corresponding EDX maps
for A: Ni/SiO2 B: Ni/Siralox-70 C: Ni/Siralox-30.
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The STEM EDX map (Figure 2) of Ni/Siralox-30 shows no NiO crystallites, and the
catalyst particles display Si, Al and Ni highly dispersed over the surface. Approximately 10-20 nm
diameter NiO crystallites are visible on Ni/Siralox-70 and Ni/SiO2, corroborating the results of
XRD. Ni/Siralox-70 also exhibits Ni well dispersed over the particle surfaces. The enrichment of
the particle surface with SiO2 compared to the lower Si/Al ratio catalysts (XPS vide infra), could
explain the appearance of NiO crystallites on Siralox-70, and the lack of γ-Al2O3 peaks suggests
tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ centers dispersed throughout amorphous SiO2-type framework,
similar to the structure of amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 [10]. It is worth considering previous literature
reports claiming the observation by STEM of <2 nm NiO crystallites on Ni/Siralox-30, claimed as
possible EO active sites [9]. In our case crystallites matching this description were only observed
after prolonged exposure to the electron beam and so were considered an artifact of the
measurement. In fact, synthesis of nanoparticles by exposure of amorphous materials to electron
beams is an active area of research [39]. For example, exposing NiO/ZrO2-CeO2 to TEM beams
has been reported to generate nanoparticles of Ni metal [40].

4.4.3. H2 TPR
The TPR profiles for all Ni-containing catalysts and a NiO standard are presented in Figure
3 and the corresponding H/Ni ratios in Table 1. The reduction of Ni2+ to Ni0 should yield a H/Ni
ratio of 2, which is the valued gained from reduction of a NiO standard. The overarching trend is
that Ni2+ ion reducibility increases with support Si/Al ratio, suggesting shifting Ni2+ speciation
[16]. Ni/SiO2 reduces with a broad peak from 300-500°C assigned to NiO crystallites. The
broadness of the peak compared to bulk NiO can be attributed to crystallite size distribution as
observed by STEM-EDX. Ni/Siralox-70 exhibits reduction band at 400°C assigned to NiO,
corroborating the results of XRD, a peak at 550°C and a broad feature centered at 700°C By
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comparison to the reduction temperature of Ni2+ in Ni-Beta (chapter 2) and Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 [16,17],
the 550°C band is assigned to isolated Ni2+ ions. In the NiO region, Ni/Siralox-30 displays only a
gradually rising baseline while Ni/Siralox-5 and Ni/Al2O3 show no evidence of reduction at all.
Ni/Al2O3 exhibits overlapping but clearly discernible components at 690°C and 800°C, which
should be assigned to different Ni2+ species, considering the H/Ni ratio. Ni/Al2O3 catalysts
prepared by IWI may contain difficult-to-reduce surface NiAl2O4 spinel (tetrahedral Ni2+) and

Figure 4.3: H2 TPR profiles of Ni/Siralox-x catalysts, Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Al2O3
pretreated at 300°C in He for 1 h. Ni/Siralox-70 peaks fitted with a Gaussian line
shape
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inverse-spinel (octahedral Ni2+) phases, in addition to dispersed bare Ni2+ ions grafted to Al2O3
[20,21,27].NiAl2O4 formation would indicate Ni(NO3)2 and Al2O3 are reactive enough to form a
new phase during calcination at 500°C, unlike Ni(NO3)2 and SiO2. The X-ray diffractogram of
Ni/Al2O3 did not show evidence of NiAl2O4, but its presence is implied by XPS (vide infra); a
surface spinel may not be detectable by XRD. Ni/Siralox-5 shows a high-temperature feature that
does not return to baseline at 800°C; this is reflected in its lower H/Ni ratio. This feature, and those
at ~700°C in Ni/Siralox-70 and Ni/Siralox-30, are difficult to precisely assign based on TPR alone.
Ni/Siralox-30 exhibits a very broad band with few clear inflection points, suggesting the
contribution of multiple different Ni species. However, a contribution from the 550°C band
witnessed in Ni/Siralox-70 cannot be ruled out given the presence of an ASA-type phase in
Siralox-30.
In summary, the support Si/Al ratio has a significant impact on Ni2+ speciation and
reducibility, which could be related to the degree interaction between Ni2+ ions and the support
surface [18]. To rationalize Ni speciation on SiO2 and Al2O3 it is worthwhile to consider the
concepts of strong electrostatic adsorption [12]. At the pH of IWI Ni(NO3)2 solutions (~5) the SiO2
surface (with an isoelectric point of ~2) is deprotonated, exhibiting SiO- groups which may form
only a weak electrostatic interaction with Ni2+-aquo complexes. Therefore, Ni(NO3)2 crystallites
form during sample drying, the precursor for NiO.

4.4.4. NH3 TPD
TPD profiles for the Ni/Siralox-x catalysts and calcined supports are displayed in Figure 4.
Calcined SiO2 did not exhibit any NH3 desorption, because the surface SiOH groups are very weak
Brønsted acids. The surface acidity of Al2O3 is commonly attributed to -OH BAS and
coordinatively undersaturated (cus) Al3+ sites (see Fig. C1), based mostly on FTIR measurements
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of basic probe molecules [22,23]. NH3 TPD cannot directly distinguish between Lewis and
Bronsted sites therefore peak assignments for γ-Al2O3 are not often encountered in the literature.
Siralox-70 and Siralox-30 demonstrate ~0.45 mmol/g of NH3 desorption, and Ni/Siralox-5
demonstrates ~0.4 mmol/g; although the parent supports exhibit similar numbers of surface acid
sites, the relative contribution of Lewis and Brønsted sites should vary with Si/Al ratio [10].
Calcined Siralox-5 and Siralox-30 exhibit desorption bands similar to Al2O3, characterized by an
asymmetric peak at 200°C which tails off with increasing temperature. Siralox-70 has a diminished
peak at 200°C (compared to the other supports) and another centered at 310°C arising from ASAtypical SiOH BAS [26]. Although Siralox-70 and SiO2 exhibit only one v(OH) DRIFTS band at

Figure 4.4: NH3 TPD profiles of Ni/Siralox-x catalysts and calcined supports
pretreated at 500°C in He for 30 min.
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3743 cm-1, assigned to isolated SiOH groups (see Fig. 5A), the acidic character of the surface OH
groups clearly differs. One hypothesis states that Al3+ periodically substitutes for tetrahedral Si4+
within the amorphous framework imparting a negative charge [24,25]. For every three Al3+
substitutions, a fourth ‘charge-balancing’ Al3+ occupies a nearby interstitial site. If located near the
surface, interstitial Al3+ enhances the Brønsted acidity of nearby SiOH. This hypothesis allows
SiOHs to exist which display enhanced Brønsted acidity but do not exhibit a distinct v(OH) stretch
(as in the case of zeolite BAS) if not coordinated by a base molecule.
Ni/Siralox-5 and Ni/Siralox-30 evidence slightly enhanced NH3 desorption bands than the
corresponding supports that we infer arise from Ni2+ Lewis acid sites (LAS) [20]. Ni/Al2O3 also
displays substantially more NH3 desorption than calcined Al2O3 (Fig. C1). On the other hand,
Ni/Siralox-70 demonstrates substantially reduced NH3 desorption in comparison to the bare
support primarily via reduction of the 310°C BAS band. Although Ni2+ species are directly
observed, it seems reasonable to infer exchange of protons for Ni2+ ions. Interstitial Al3+ are clearly
required for Siralox-70 BAS to act as grafting sites if prepared by IWI, since only NiO is detected
on Ni/SiO2 as previously discussed.

4.4.5. DRIFTS
v(OH) DRIFT spectra for the catalysts after in situ pretreatment 350°C are presented in
Figure 5. Siralox-5 displays mostly v(OH) DRIFTS bands associated with Al2O3 with a minor
contribution from the isolated SiOH 3747 cm-1 band (Figure. 5C) [22]. These facts and the lack of
an ASA phase detected by XRD, in concert with previous literature, suggest isolated patches of
SiO2 on a γ-Al2O3 surface [11,13]. This material is essentially biphasic, displaying little dispersion
of the SiO2 and Al2O3 phases. The v(OH) spectrum of Ni/Siralox-70 closely resembles that of SiO2
and no γ-Al2O3-type phase was detected by XRD. Collectively this suggests an almost complete
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encapsulation and dispersion of Al3+ through an amorphous SiO2 framework, a hypothesis
supported by the near equal bulk and surface Si/Al ratios (vide infra). This description closely
matches that of ASA, which is further confirmed by the presence of moderately strong BAS by
TPD. The very small reduction of the corresponding v(OH) DRIFTS band on introduction of Ni2+
to Siralox-70 is curious but could be rationalized by assuming Ni2+ ions exchange with vicinal or
H-Bonded isolated SiOH groups, which do not contribute much to the 3743 cm

-1

band [42].

Siralox-30 presents a more challenging case to interpret because the surface is still relatively
abundant in Al, but the v(OH) spectrum presents only the typical SiO2 3743 cm-1 band. Given that
the surface is substantially more Si-rich than the bulk (XPS), and that some ASA formation is
implied by XRD, the surface of this support should display some moderately strong BAS. This
catalyst does present a substantial loss of 3743 cm-1 peak area on introduction of Ni2+, suggesting
the exchange of Ni2+ species. Siralox-30 should display a lower SiOH surface density than Siralox70, therefore the exchange of Ni2+ ions would deplete a larger fraction of the surface SiOH groups.
On the other hand, the visibility of difficult-to-reduce Ni2+ species by TPR suggests regions of
dehydroxylated Al2O3 remain exposed at the surface.

Figure 4.5: v(OH) DRIFT spectra of Ni/Siralox-x catalysts, Ni/Al2O3 and calcined supports
pretreated at 350°C in He for 1 h.
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DRIFT spectra for the catalysts after in situ pretreatment at 350°C and adsorption of CO at
20°C are shown in Figure 6. The observed carbonyl peaks that result arise from CO interacting
with Ni2+ species, because no carbonyl peaks were observed for the pretreated supports after CO
exposure at 20°C. Only in measurements at sub-ambient temperatures have carbonyl bands (21902150 cm-1) assigned to cus surface Al3+ or BAS been reported [27]. Moreover, CO does not reduce
the Ni2+ species to Ni+ at 20°C [43]. Ni/SiO2 presents no clear carbonyl bands, probably due to
the low dispersion of bulk-like NiO. Ni/Siralox-70 exhibits a band at 2201 cm-1 assigned to bare

Figure 4.6: DRIFT spectra of CO adsorption at 20°C for Ni/Siralox-x
catalysts and Ni/Al2O3 following pretreatment at 350°C in He for 1 h.
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Ni2+ Lewis acid sites (LAS) grafted to ASA. This assignment is made by comparison to the
carbonyls of Ni2+ ions exchanged onto zeolites (chapters 1 and 2) and Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 [16,28].
Ni/Siralox-30 displays a significant band at 2184 cm-1 with a small shoulder at ~2200 cm-1. The
latter is assigned to bare Ni2+ ions, indicating this support exhibits at least some surface ASA-type
phase, in agreement with XRD. Ni/Siralox-5 exhibits one band at 2184 cm-1. Ni/Al2O3 shows an
asymmetric peak centered at 2172 cm-1 with a component at ~2184 cm-1; these peaks may correlate
with the two reduction peaks observed in TPR. Very faint bands attributable to the IR-active modes
of NiAl2O4 from 700-800 cm-1 are seen in the background spectrum of Ni/Al2O3, but no other
catalyst (see Fig. C2) [29]. Therefore the 2172 cm-1 peak is assigned to CO interacting with cus
Ni2+ exposed on the surface of NiAl2O4 spinel [30,31]. The 2184 cm-1 peak is elusive but could
speculatively be assigned NiAl2O4 Ni2+ ions in a different coordination environment than those
represented by the 2172 cm-1 band (spinel tetrahedral or inverse-spinel octahedral) [20]. The
degree of coordinative saturation may impact Ni2+ Lewis acidity and therefore CO stretching
frequency. We can state with some confidence, however, that Ni2+ associated with these carbonyls
are less Lewis acidic than bare Ni2+ on Siralox-70.

4.4.6. XPS
Initially the surface Si/Al ratios ((Si/Al)S) of the calcined parent supports will be considered
compared to the corresponding bulk values ((Si/Al)B) (Table 2). The surface and bulk Si/Al values
increase monotonically, but in all cases the surface is more enriched with Si than the bulk; this is
not surprising since the supports are synthesized by grafting a SiO2 precursor to boehmite. The
positive deviation of the surface values from the bulk increases as Si/Al values decrease, implying
that the lower the total percentage of SiO2 the more concentrated it is at the particle surfaces. The
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(Si/Al)S value of Ni/Siralox-70 comes closest to approximating that of the bulk, indicating that the
distribution of Al3+ and Si4+ ions is close to homogeneous.
X-ray photoelectron spectra in the Ni 2p region are presented in Figure. 7, as well as a fitted
Ni 2p3/2 spectra of NiO, Ni/Siralox-30 and Ni/Al2O3 in Figure 8. Surface Ni wt.% values,
bulk/surface Ni wt.% ratios and Ni 2p3/2 binding energies are displayed in Table 2. Typical to
divalent Ni species, the NiO 2p spectrum shows well resolved 3/2 and 1/2 components due to spinorbit splitting, each displaying a shake-up satellite [33]. In addition, NiO exhibits a characteristic
shoulder at 854 eV of the main 2p3/2 peak which is not exhibited by any Ni/Siralox-x sample. The
Ni/Al2O3 and Ni/Siralox-30 Ni 2p3/2 spectra show a main photoemission band at ~856 eV and a
satellite at ~862 eV. The NiO-containing Ni/SiO2 catalyst prepared by IWI shows negligible Ni 2p
intensity due to the low dispersion of those species. We infer therefore that peaks relating to 1020 nm NiO particles did not significantly contribute to the spectra of any sample. The binding

Figure 4.7: Ni 2p X-ray photoelectron spectra for Ni/Siralox-x catalysts, Ni/Al2O3 and
NiO.
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Table 4.2: Quantitative XPS results.
(Si/Al)S

(Si/Al)B

Surface Ni

(mol/mol) a

(mol/mol)

(wt. %) a

NiO

-

-

-

-

854.0

Ni/SiO2

-

-

< 0.1

<0.05

853.4

Ni/Siralox-70

1.96

1.88

1.7

0.34

857.2

Siralox-70

2.48

1.88

-

-

-

Ni/Siralox-30

0.76

0.35

2.4

0.53

856.9

Siralox-30

0.73

0.35

-

-

-

Ni/Siralox-5

0.18

0.04

2.7

0.59

856.8

Siralox-5

0.16

0.04

-

-

-

Ni/Al2O3

-

-

4.3

0.91

855.8

Catalyst

a

NiS/NiB b

Ni 2p3/2
B.E (eV)

From XPS b Ratio of surface to bulk Ni wt.% loading

energy of Ni/Al2O3 closely matches literature values for NiAl2O4 [20,21]. For the mixed siliconaluminum oxides, the small shifts in 2p3/2 binding energy to higher values with increasing (Si/Al)S
are observed [18]. The ratio surface to bulk Ni wt.% (NiS/NiB) provides a measure of Ni2+ species
dispersion, which decreases monotonically with (Si/Al)S .The lower NiS/NiB values demonstrated

Figure 4.8: Fitted Ni 2p3/2 XP spectra for NiO, Ni/Al2O3 and Ni/Siralox-30. Peaks fitted
with a 30:70 Gaussian:Lorentzian line shape.
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by Ni/Siralox-5 and Ni/Siralox-30 compared to Ni/Al2O3 are difficult to account for since no NiO
is in evident in the first two samples. Although the presence of NiAl2O4 is inferred based on XPS
and other characterizations, the exact stoichiometry or film depth are unknown, which would affect
the calculated dispersion.

4.4.7. EO Catalysis
Temporal conversions and oligomer product distributions for EO at 225°C, 11 bar total
pressure, and 6 h-1 WHSV are presented in Figure 9. Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Al2O3 were inactive under
these conditions (less than 2% conversion); hence, they are not included. Apparently, NiAl2O4 and
bulk-like NiO crystallites do not have EO activity. Considering the results of EO performed with
11 bar ethylene, the Ni/Siralox-70 and Ni/Siralox-30 are the most active catalysts; the oligomer
product distributions are approximately Schulz-Flory with ~63% butene selectivity. Ni/Siralox-5
exhibits only ~7% conversion with 80% C4 selectivity; C8s or C10s are not observed. Internal
butene isomers, cis- and trans-butene, are produced by Ni/Siralox-5, which lacks the moderatelystrong BAS of the ASA-type phase (Figure 10). On Ni/Siralox-x catalysts, the ratio of the sum of

Figure 4.9: Ni/Siralox-x catalyst conversion versus time and oligomer selectivity plots for
EO performed at T=225°C, WHSV=6 h-1 and 11 bar ethylene or 11 bar model feed or 5.5 bar
C2 + 5.5 bar N2
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internal isomers to 1-butene (iC4/1C4) scales with conversion, but has a non-zero y-intercept. We
infer therefore that internal butene isomers (iC4) and 1-butene (1C4) are primary products of the
true oligomerization pathway [34,38], but that moderate strength BAS (the concentration of which
scales with support SiO2 content and therefore conversion) also perform secondary internal
isomerization [5]. Considering all catalysts, there is a slight trend of the tC4/cC4 ratio increasing
with conversion. The typical secondary products of strong zeolite-type BAS, isobutene and odd
numbered oligomers, were only detected in minor concentrations.

Figure 4.10: Ni/Siralox-x catalyst butene isomer selectivity ratios versus conversion for
EO performed at T=225°C, WHSV=6h-1 and 11 bar ethylene.
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Experiments using the ‘model’ industrial feed were compared to those using a 50/50
ethylene/N2 mixture. Ni/Siralox-5 showed only marginal conversion levels, as expected. On the
other hand, the Ni/Siralox-70 catalyst displayed substantial activity level with very slight
deactivation with time-on-stream (TOS). Significantly, the conversion level was nearly identical
to that of the C2+N2 comparison run, indicating the impact of reactive diluents in the feed was
negligible [36]. In fact, the C2/N2 run displayed slightly reduced selectivity to C6+ oligomers. We
infer ethane, methane and CO2 to act only as unreactive diluents, whilst propylene can likely react
with oligomers over Ni2+ sites but does not inhibit the true oligomerization pathway [35]. For
Ni/Siralox-30, the simulated feed produced a slightly lower conversion than the C2+N2 mixture.
The CO DRIFTS results suggest that the catalyst active sites adsorb CO; this can explains the
slight loss of activity in the case of Ni/Siralox-30, particularly since Ni2+ species should not be
substantially reduced by H2 at 225°C. Although the relevant absorption coefficients are unknown,
Ni/Siralox-30 shows a substantially larger DRIFTS carbonyl than Ni/Siralox-70. We infer the
majority of these CO species are adsorbed to inactive NiAl2O4 but a high surface coverage of CO
may inhibit ethylene adsorption.
Additional runs were performed at 120°C and 26 bar using the C2+N2 feed (Figure 11).
Ni/Siralox-70 and Ni/Siralox-30 showed only 6-8% conversion, and separate measurements using
the model feed showed very low activity under these conditions. After the latter run, Ni/Siralox30 was kept in the reactor and thermally reactivated by heating to 300°C for 1 h in flowing N2 to
ascertain whether or not the effect of CO was reversible. At 225°C with the model feed (Run 2),
the reactivated Ni/Siralox-30 shows ~15% conversion, although there is significant deactivation
with TOS. After reactivation for a second time, this catalyst was tested at 225°C with the C2+N2
feed (Run 3), and ~30% conversion was observed. Finally, fresh Ni/Siralox-30 was run at 225°C
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with the C2+N2 feed, and it was significantly more active than the same catalyst following mixed
gas exposure and reactivation. It is apparent that operation at high-pressure and low temperature
in the presence of CO has a deleterious effect on EO activity. We would expect the adsorption of
CO would be more favorable at low-temperature, high-pressure conditions. This is
supported by the fact of both active fresh catalysts showing little or a small amount of deactivation
when run at 11 bar and 225°C in the presence of CO. The negative effect is not reversible by
thermal reactivation, suggesting the deactivation mechanism under these conditions is the
reduction of Ni2+ species to inactive Ni+. While some early literature on the topic suggested Ni+
ions as the EO active sites [41], this assertion has long since been disregarded in favor of the Ni2+
assignment.

Figure 4.11: Ni/Siralox-(30 or 70) catalyst conversion versus time for EO performed at T =
120°C or 225°C, WHSV=6 h-1 with respect to ethylene and 26 bar simulated feed or 13 bar
C2 + 13 bar N2. PT = 26 bar, PC2 ~ 13 bar. Lines denoted 1: fresh catalyst, 2: experienced one
previous run, 3: experienced two previous runs.
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4.4.8. Discussion and Assignment of the EO active sites
The proposed surface and bulk compositions of the Siralox-x supports are depicted in
Figure 12. Our characterization and catalysis results indicate that the EO active sites in Ni/Siraloxx are bare Ni2+ ions grafted to the surface of an amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 type phase. These ions are
characterized by a TPR peak at 550°C and a DRIFTS carbonyl band at ~2200 cm-1 exhibited by
the highly-active Ni/Siralox-70 and Ni/Siralox-30 catalysts, but most prominently in the former.
This reflected in the high EO activity levels exhibited by both catalysts. Specifically, the Ni2+
grafting cites are vicinal surface SiOH groups whose Brønsted acidity are enhanced by nearby Al3+
ions lodged in the interstitial sites of SiO2 (Figure 13). The arrival at this conclusion relies as much
upon detailed characterization of the aluminosilicate surfaces as of the Ni2+ species themselves.
The ASA phase, visible by XRD and v(OH) DRIFTS, is most abundant in the Siralox-70 support
but is present also at the surface of Siralox-30. The moderately strong BAS are characterized by a
TPD peak at 310°C, clearly evident in the TPD profile of Siralox-70, which is substantially reduced
upon introduction of Ni2+. We infer that this support consists almost exclusively of ASA.
On the other hand, Siralox-5 displays only marginal EO activity. The surface of this support
is essentially biphasic, consisting of an Al2O3 phase overlaid with isolated islands of SiO2.
Interaction of the (NO3)2 precursor with Al2O3 surfaces leads to the formation of difficult-to-reduce

Figure 4.12: Surface and bulk compositions of Siralox-x catalyst supports.
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and EO-inactive Ni2+ species, such as NiAl2O4 spinel. The EO activity exhibited can be ascribed
to the formation of small portions of ASA.
It is worthwhile to discuss in detail the nature of the Siralox-30 surface, given its high
activity and the attention it has received in the literature [8,9]. Whilst XPS indicates an Al-rich
surface and the TPD and TPR profiles are similar to inactive Ni/Siralox-5 (implying the formation
of NiAl2O4) , the v(OH) DRIFTS shares the appearance of SiO2. Moreover, given its EO activity,
we infer the catalyst displays substantial concentrations of bare Ni2+ grafted to ASA. Previous
work concerning Ni/Siralox-5 states that SiO2 interacts the most reactive surface sites of Al2O3,
therefore reducing the strength of Ni2+-support interaction [13]. Analogously, it may be the case
that certain surface AlOH groups on boehmite act as ‘nucleation sites’ for the formation of ASA
during calcination of Siral-30. This would explain why Siralox-30 simultaneously demonstrates
the some of Ni2+ interaction characteristics of Al2O3 but lacks the corresponding v(OH) bands.
Considering the results of TPD, NH3 desorption from difficult-to-reduce NiAl2O4 , which appear
to be weak LAS, obscures the consumption of BAS. Siralox-30 and Siralox-70 exhibit different

Figure 4.13: SiOH BAS Ni2+ grafting sites on the surface of ASA.
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concentrations of BAS and LAS [10], but an approximately equal number of acid sites in total. In
summary, we propose Siralox-30 to exhibit an Al2O3-rich core and phases of dehydroxylated
Al2O3 and ASA exposed to the surface.
To our knowledge this is the first time Ni/Siralox-70 has been presented as an EO catalyst
in the literature. Given that Ni/Siralox-30 has compared favorably to other highly active EO
catalysts [8], Ni/Siralox-70 is almost certainly one of the most active EO catalyst discovered to
date, warranting further investigations of its synthesis and the nature of its Ni2+ active sites . In the
following chapter, we explore catalyst synthesis methods to designed to ensure only the bare Ni2+
ion active sites are exhibited and not inactive spectator species like NiO. However, the results of
our EO testing performed with a model industrial feed strongly suggest that, if CO is present as a
significant impurity in the feed, Ni/Siralox-x catalysts are substantially less active if operated under
high pressure, low temperature conditions. This observation should be taken into account when
choosing conditions for an EO reactor in an industrial setting.

4.5. Conclusions
The main conclusions of this work may be summarized as follows:
•

Ni2+ species supported on a commercial SiO2-doped Al2O3, Siralox-x (where x is the
percentage SiO2 content) are highly active EO catalysts. The active sites are bare Ni2+ ions
grafted to pairs of Brønsted -acidic SiOH groups exhibited by an amorphous SiO2-Al2O3
(ASA) type phase.

•

In Siralox-70, Al3+ ions are homogeneously distributed throughout an amorphous SiO2
framework, forming a near-continuous ASA phase. Interstitial Al3+ ions enhance
appreciably the Brønsted acidity of nearby surface SiOH groups, which act as Ni2+ grafting
sites. Siralox-70 exposes the highest percentage of ASA-type surfaces and consequently,
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Ni/Siralox-70 prepared by incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) is the most active catalyst
studied herein.
•

Siralox-30 exposes Al2O3 and ASA surface phases, although the particle cores are Al-rich.
This explains why the support resembles ASA by some characterization methods and γAl2O3 by others. Ni/Siralox-30 also exhibits bare Ni2+ grafted to ASA and so is EO active,
but less so than Ni/Siralox-70 due to the formation of spectator NiAl2O4 species.
Ni/Siralox-5 shows poor EO activity as the corresponding biphasic support displays a
mostly γ-Al2O3 with isolated SiO2 islands at the surface.

•

Ni/Siralox-x catalysts show little or no loss of activity when operated at 11 bar and 225°C
in the presence of reactive feed impurities such as CO. However at 26 bar and 120°C
(conditions more favorable for CO adsorption) catalyst activity is substantially affected,
changes not reversible by thermal reactivation. We infer the reduced activity owes to the
reduction of the Ni2+ ion active sites to inactive Ni+.
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Chapter 5: Ethylene Oligomerization Catalysts Prepared by
Ni(acac)2 Grafting on SiO2 and SiO2-Al2O3
5.1. Abstract
Ethylene oligomerization (EO) catalysts comprising Ni complexes supported on
amorphous SiO2, mesoporous SBA-15 and amorphous silica-alumina (ASA) were synthesized by
grafting using the organometallic precursor, nickel(II) bis(acetylacetonate) [Ni(acac)2] under airfree conditions. The grafted Ni complexes were characterized by temperature-programmed
oxidation (TPO) after heating to 100°C in flowing He. After calcination at 500°C (or 550°C), the
catalysts were characterized by H2 temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), X-ray diffraction
(XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and diffuse-reflectance infrared Fourier
transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) before and after adsorption of CO. The catalysts were tested in
a fixed-bed EO reactor at 225°C and 13 bar of pure ethylene. We found the Ni/Siral-70 catalyst to
comprise predominantly bare grafted Ni2+ ions; NiO and other spectator species were present in
negligible concentrations. Ni/SBA-15 and Ni/SiO2 contain grafted Ni2+ ions but also 30-40 % NiO.
Ni/Siral-70 exhibits markedly higher EO activity than Ni/SBA-15 or Ni/SiO2; however, the
Schulz-Flory product distributions are closely similar. We infer that the enhanced Lewis acidity of
Ni2+ grafted to an ASA-type support, as evidenced by XPS and CO DRIFTS, results in higher EO
activity.
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5.2. Introduction
The market for linear α-olefins was $10 billion dollars in 2020 and is expected to grow
6.5% year-on-year through 2026 [1]. They are widely employed feedstocks for surfactants,
plasticizers, lubricants and co-monomers for polyethylene production [2]. Recently, researchers
have proposed alternative routes for olefin production deriving from the valorization of stranded
ethane, typically associated with natural gas production at remote locations. Neal et al.
demonstrated the techno-economic feasibility of a modular ethane-to-liquids process; in the
proposed route, ethylene is synthesized by chemical-looping oxidative dehydrogenation and fed
to a fixed-bed heterogeneous ethylene oligomerization (EO) reactor [3].
Much effort has been allocated recently to the development of Ni-based EO catalysts,
typically supported on aluminosilicates [4-6]. In our previous work, we synthesized highly-active
Ni/Siralox-70 catalysts by incipient wetness impregnation. Siral-70 displays many surface
properties of amorphous SiO2-Al2O3 (ASA), including strong Brønsted acid sites [7], but
interaction of the precursor Ni(NO3)2 molecule with the mixed-oxide surface results in spectator
NiO and dispersed Ni-aluminate phases, in addition to the active bare, isolated Ni2+ ions. We also
identified the grafting sites as surface vicinal SiOH groups nearby to interstitial Al3+ centers, which
enhance the ability of the SiOH groups to protonate base molecules i.e. their Brønsted acidity.
The grafting of organometallic precursors on oxide surfaces was employed as a catalyst
synthesis technique because it results in highly dispersed and uniform single-ion or single-atom
active sites. [8]. In order to synthesize Ni/Siral-70 catalysts displaying only active Ni2+ ions, we
grafted calcined Siral-70 (an ASA containing ~70% by weight SiO2) with Ni complexes using
nickel(II) bis(acetylacetonate) dissolved in toluene. The synthesis was performed under air-free
conditions utilizing glovebox and Schlenk-line techniques. This method, we hypothesized, should
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promote the selective grafting (or ligand exchange) of precursor molecules to surface hydroxyl
groups and inhibit the agglomeration of Ni2+ ions to form NiO during calcination. To ascertain the
effect of support acidity on the EO activity of grafted Ni2+ ions, we additionally synthesized
Ni/SiO2 and Ni/SBA-15 catalysts. Isolated Ni2+ ions have been identified as the active sites on
Ni/SiO2-Al2O3 and Ni-exchanged zeolites, but our previous work on ion-exchanged Ni-Beta
demonstrated that strong Brønsted acid sites (BAS) are not required in the formation of the EO
active center. A question therefore remains outstanding: Why are Ni2+ complexes on ASA supports
(e.g., derived from Siral-70 and Siral-30) highly active for EO—even when compared to Ni-HBeta?
By characterization with H2 temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), X-ray diffraction
(XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and diffuse-reflectance infrared Fourier
transform spectroscopy of adsorbed CO (CO DRIFTS), we established that N/Siral-70 prepared
by Ni(acac)2 grafting shows almost exclusively bare, isolated Ni2+ ions grafted to vicinal SiOgroups. On the other, Ni/SiO2 and Ni/SBA-15 displayed grafted Ni2+ as well as inactive NiO.
Discounting the NiO, the Ni/Siral-70 catalyst was substantially more active than the other two
catalysts. We infer that EO activity relates to the Lewis acidity of the isolated Ni2+ ion which is
dependent on the Brønsted acidity of the surface OH groups of the support.

5.3. Experimental
5.3.1. Catalysis Synthesis
All chemicals were from Sigma Aldrich. All gases from Airgas. Ni/Siral-70, Ni/SiO2 and
SBA-15 were synthesized by grafting using an organometallic Ni precursor, nickel(II)
bis(acetylacetonate), Ni(acac)2, dissolved in toluene. To synthesize Ni graphed on amorphous
SiO2, toluene was first dried overnight over dry Linde 4A zeolites. SiO2 (Evonik Aerosil-300) was
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calcined at 500°C in air for x h. Calcined SiO2 was stirred with 0.0284M of [Ni(acac)2]3 dissolved
in toluene (10 cm3/gSiO2 ) at 20°C for 24 h in a sealed flask under ambient air. The slurry was
filtered, and the solid was washed with 100 mL of dry toluene, dried overnight at 120°C in air, and
then calcined at 550°C for 4 h in 1 L/min of flowing air. To synthesize Ni/Siral-70 and Ni/SBA15, the Siral-70 (Sasol) and SBA-15 (ACS Chemicals) supports were calcined at 300°C for 2 h in
1 L/min air and transferred to N2-filled glovebox. Toluene was distilled from Na/benzophenone
under a N2 atmosphere, and the dry toluene was transferred to the glovebox. Siral-70 was grafted
using 0.017M of [Ni(acac)2]3 dissolved in toluene (10 cm3/gS-70 ) for 4 h at 20°C. SBA-15 was
grafted using 0.0043M of [Ni(acac)2]3 dissolved in toluene (40 cm3/gSBA-15 ) for 4 h at 20°C. The
resulting slurry was transferred to a Schlenk line under N2 and vacuum filtered, washed with 40
mL of dry toluene and dried under vacuum overnight at 20°C. Following the first filtration, the
powders exhibited a light-blue color . The resulting powder was transferred under N2 and stored
in the glovebox. After initial characterization by TPO (see supporting information, Fig. D1), the
powders were calcined at 500°C for 4 h in 1 L/min of flowing air.

5.3.2. Catalyst Characterizations
TPO experiments were carried out on the grafted Ni complexes. In a typical experiment,
100 mg of catalyst were loaded in a quartz U-tube and installed in a Micromeritics 2920
Autotherm II instrument equipped with thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a Pfeiffer Prisma
on-line quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS). Each sample was pretreated in situ by ramping to
100°C at 15°C/min in He (50 sccm) and holding for 30 min. Then, the sample was cooled to 40°C,
and the flow switched to 1% O2/He (50 sccm). After waiting 30 min to achieve a stable TCD
baseline, the temperature was ramped to 800°C at 10°C/min.
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Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas, Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore-size
distributions, and total pore volumes at P/P0 = 0.99 were calculated from N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherms measured at 77 K using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020c. TPR of the calcined catalysts
was performed using a Micromeritics 2920 Autotherm II instrument. The samples were pretreated
in situ at 300°C in flowing He (50 sccm) for 1 h before ramping at 10°C/min to 900°C in 5% H2/Ar
(50 sccm). DRIFT spectra were taken with a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer equipped with
an in situ Harrick Praying Mantis DRIFTS reaction cell. Following catalyst pretreatment at 350
°C in flowing He (50 sccm) for 1 h and cooling at 20°C, CO adsorption to saturation was performed
using a pulse valve and research-grade CO. X-ray photoelectron spectra were taken with a PHI
3057 instrument equipped with spherical capacitor analyzer and a dual-anode X-ray source; the Al
Kα source was used in this work. XP spectra were processed using casaXPS software, and binding
energies are referred to the adventitious C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. X-ray diffractograms were taken
with a Rigaku SmartLab instrument equipped with a Cu Kα source (λ=0.1542 nm). ICP-OES
analysis for Ni was carried out by Galbraith Laboratories.

5.3.3. Ethylene Oligomerization Catalysis
EO tests were carried out in a fixed bed flow reactor as described previously, with some
modifications. Typically, 250 mg of catalyst were loaded and activated in situ at 300°C for 1 h in
135 sccm flowing N2. The reactor was cooled to 20°C, pressurized to 26 bar with an equal partsby-volume feed of N2 and ethylene (99.5%, Airgas) and ramped to 225°C at which point the
reaction was allowed to proceed. The partial pressure of ethylene (PC2) was 13 bar. The total
flowrate was 40 sccm with an ethylene flow rate of 20 sccm, giving a WHSV of 6 h-1 with respect
to ethylene. EO products were analyzed by an on-line GC-FID and conversion calculated as: total
product GC area/(total product GC area + ethylene GC area).
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5.4. Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Catalyst Properties
Total pore volume, BET surface area and BJH pore size for the catalysts and supports are
shown in Table 1. The textural properties of Ni/Siral-70 and Ni/SiO2 do not differ greatly, but the
former has higher surface area and a broader BJH pore-size distribution (Figure. 1). SBA-15
exhibits significantly higher surface area and has ordered 2D mesopores that may have an impact

Table 5.1: Textural properties and quantitative TPR results for Ni/SiO2, Ni/Siral-70 and
Ni/SBA-15.

a

Catalyst

Total pore
volume
(cm3/g) a

BET
surface
area
(m2/g)

BJH pore
size (nm)

TPR H2
consumption
(mmol/g)

Estimated
Ni loading
(wt.%)

Ni/SiO2

1.66

298

26

0.67

4.82 c

SiO2

1.37

271

26

-

-

Ni/SBA-15

1.14

487

7

0.71

~4

SBA-15

1.10

550 b

7

-

-

Ni/Siral-70

1.41

333

15

0.41

~2.5

Siral-70

1.50

361

15

-

-

Measured at P/Po = 0.99. b Manufacturer’s specification c From ICP-AES
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Figure 5.1: BJH desorption pore size distributions for Ni/SiO2, Ni/Siral-70 and
Ni/SBA-15 derived from N2 physisorption at 77 K.
on catalysis [9]. This mesoporosity is confirmed by its markedly narrower BJH pore-size
distribution that peaks at 7 nm. Ni/Siral-70 shows a slight drop in surface area and pore volume
on Ni addition, which could be related to the presence of Ni2+ species in the pores. In contrast,
Ni/SiO2 shows very modest increases in surface area and pore volume post-grafting. This may be
related to the difference between the pre- and post-grafting calcination temperatures (300° versus
500°C). ICP OES Ni loadings are also provided in Table 1; where not available, an estimated value
was back-calculated from the TPR H2 consumption assuming a H/Ni ratio of 2 (consistent with
the reduction of divalent to metallic Ni). The concentration and volume of grafting solution was
calculated to yield a Ni2+:SiOH ratio of 1:2 based on literature values for surface SiOH density
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(~1mmol/gSi) following calcination at 300°C [23]. The estimated Ni loading of Ni/Siral-70 was
very close to that intended, on the other hand, the Ni loadings of the silica-supported catalysts
indicated an over-saturation of surface SiOH sites.

5.4.2. TPR and XRD
TPR profiles are presented in Figure 2. Ni/Siral-70 contains only a well-defined
asymmetric peak centered at 610°C and a very low and broad feature at ~400°C assigned to very

Figure 5.2: H2 TPR profiles for Ni/SiO2, Ni/Siral-70 and Ni/SBA-15 following
pretreatment at 300°C for 1 h in He. Solid lines: TPR profiles. Dotted lines:
NiO/SiO2. Dashed lines: NiO-subtracted TPR profiles.
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small concentrations of NiO. By comparison to the reduction profile of Ni/Siralox-70 in Chapter
3, Ni-Beta zeolites in Chapters 1 and 2 and the literature, the 610°C band is assigned to bare Ni2+
grafted to the Siral-70 surface [10,11]. The reduction profiles of Ni/SBA-15 and Ni/SiO2 are very
similar, showing a substantial but somewhat broad band centered at 400°C (assigned to NiO [12])
and a sharp peak at 500-550°C. The latter peak is assigned to bare Ni2+ ions grafted to the SiO2
surface [13]. The TPR profile (dashed line) of a NiO/SiO2 catalyst prepared by incipient wetness
impregnation with ~2.5 wt.% Ni was subtracted from the profiles to provide an estimate of the
NiO contribution. Particularly in the case of Ni/SiO2, NiO subtraction gives a near-symmetrical
bare Ni2+ peak which represents ~60% of the total production volume. For Ni/SBA-15 the
subtracted profile suggests ~65% grafted Ni2+. The higher reduction temperature of the Ni/Siral70 catalyst would suggest that bare Ni2+ ions grafted to SiO2-Al2O3 (ASA) display a stronger ionsupport interaction that Ni2+ grafted to SiO2-type surfaces [14].
XRD patterns for Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Siral-70 in Figure 3 corroborate the TPR results. Ni/SiO2
clearly exhibits small peaks at 37°, 42° and 53° corresponding to the [111], [200] and [220]
reflections of NiO [15]. Alternatively, Ni/Siral-70 shows only a broad peak at 25° characteristic

Figure 5.3: XRD patterns for Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Siral-70 and their respective calcined supports
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of amorphous SiO2. This indicates Al3+ centers are well dispersed throughout the support bulk, in
the manner of ASA.

5.4.3. Ethylene Oligomerization Catalysis
EO conversions and selectivities are presented in Figure 4. Ni/Siral-70 shows very high
conversion relative to Ni/SiO2 and Ni/SBA-15 belying its lower Ni loading (~2.5 wt.% versus ~4
wt.% for the other catalysts). Ni/SiO2 exhibits less than half the conversion of Ni/Siral-70 but
significantly more so than Ni/SiO2 prepared by wetness impregnation (Chapter 3, shows only
inactive NiO) confirming that this catalyst displays active Ni2+ species [16]. Ni/SBA-15 is
marginally less active than Ni/SiO2. All catalysts exhibit slight deactivation from ~80 min timeon-stream (TOS) onwards, but are still very active at ~170 mim TOS. Interestingly, Ni/Siral-70
displays a very similar Schulz-Flory distribution of even-numbered oligomers to the lowerconversion Ni/SBA-15 and Ni/SiO2 catalysts. An Anderson-Schulz-Flory plot is displayed in
Figure 5; each catalyst demonstrates a chain-growth probability of ~0.3, but Ni/Siral-70 shows the

Figure 5.4: Conversion and oligomer distribution for Ni/SiO2, Ni/Siral-70 and Ni/SBA-15.
EO performed at T=225 °C, PC2=13 bar and WHSV=6 h-1 with respect to ethylene, following
activation at 300°C for 1 h in N2.
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best quality linear fit (R2 = 0.99 versus ~0.94 for the other catalysts) . This observation contradicts
the result of Chapter 2 which states that C6-C10 selectivity is a function of conversion, and might
indicate that only Brønsted acid sites of the strength found in zeolite Beta are able to substantially
impact the EO product distribution via co-oligomerization and cracking side reactions.
Considering the ICP AES Ni wt.% of Ni/SiO2 and the results of TPR, it is reasonable to assume
this catalysts exhibits ~2.5 wt.% of bare grafted Ni2+ ions. Therefore, we can conclude with some
certainty that Ni2+ grafted to the Brønsted-acidic, ASA-type surface of Siral-70 are significantly
more active EO sites than the same ions grafted to silica surfaces. We will employ X-ray

Figure 5.5: Anderson-Schulz-Flory plot for EO performed at T = 225 °C, PC2 = 13
bar and WHSV=6 h-1 following activation at 300°C for 1 h in N2.
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photoelectron and DRIFT spectroscopies to gain more information on the nature of Ni2+ centers
on the SiO2 and Siral-70 supports.

5.4.4. CO DRIFTS and XPS
CO DRIFT spectra are shown in Figure 6. Ni/Siral-70 exhibits a single band at 2205 cm-1
assigned to Ni2+ monocarbonyl species [10,18,20]. Ni/SiO2 exhibits a trio of bands at 2192, 2162
and 2148 cm-1. The 2192 cm-1 is assigned to Ni2+ ions [21]. We infer that, in both cases, the bare
Ni2+ ions are grafted via vicinal {SiO-} moieties, where the braces indicate surface ligands. The
carbonyl stretching frequency is a measure of the electron-acceptor strength (Lewis acidity) of the

Figure 5.6: DRIFT spectra for Ni/Siral-70 and Ni/SiO2 following pretreatment at
350°C for 1 h in He and CO adsorption at 20°C.
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Ni2+ ion. The 2150-cm-1 band for Ni/SiO2 is assigned to NiO [18], but the origin of the 2162 cm-1
band is not clear because only two Ni2+ species were detected by TPR. However, the H/Ni atomic
ratio (~1.6) indicates some Ni2+ were not reduced by 800°C.
XPS provides further evidence of the differing Lewis acidities of Ni2+ ions grafted to these
supports (Figure 7.). A NiO reference displays 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 bands due to spin-orbit splitting, and

Figure 5.7: XP spectra for Ni/Siral-70 and Ni/SiO2. Spectra offset for clarity
and binding energies referenced to the adventitious C1s peak at 284.6 eV.
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a satellite of each. The 2p3/2 band also demonstrates a identifying shoulder at 854 eV. Both
catalysts display the characteristic Ni 2p features of Ni2+. The Ni/Siral-70 ratio of surface-to-bulk
Ni wt.% (~0.77) is around double that for Ni/SiO2 (~0.4), indicating the enhanced dispersion of
Ni2+ in the case of the former. The measured dispersion reflects the detection of a significant NiO
fraction in the case of Ni/SiO2. We infer with reasonable confidence that the spectra are measuring
bare grafted Ni2+ species, as indicated by the upward shift in binding energy relative to NiO (~1.9
eV and ~3.1 eV for Ni/SiO2 and Ni/Siral-70, respectively, referenced to the 854 eV peak). The
upward shift in Ni 2p3/2 B.E. from 855.9 in Ni/SiO2 to 857.1 Ni/Siral-70 can be interpreted as a
measure of oxide-surface acidity and therefore the nature of the Ni2+ ion-support interaction [22].
A stronger ion-support interaction for Ni/Siral-70 is implied also by H2 TPR [10]. The upward
shift in B.E. coincides with an upward shift in DRIFTS carbonyl stretching frequency, suggesting
that Ni2+ Lewis acidity depends on the Brønsted acidity of the precursor SiOH group.

5.4.5. Discussion
Ni/SBA-15 reveals very similar features by TPR as Ni/SiO2, and marginally lower EO
conversion. Although we do not know if the NiO particles detected by TPR are located within the
mesopores or on the outer surfaces, the slightly lower EO activity may be related to pore blockage.
Considering Ni/SiO2, the grafting procedure was only partly successful because inactive NiO was
detected as well as grafted bare Ni2+. On the other hand, an air-free Ni(acac)2 grafting procedure
produced the desired Ni/Siral-70 catalyst, displaying Ni2+ ions selectively grafted, or ligand
exchanged, with strong ASA BAS, and negligible spectator species. This is confirmed by the nearidentical EO activities of this catalyst (~2.5 wt.% Ni) and an IWI-prepared Ni/Siralox-70 (~5 wt.%
Ni) tested under similar EO conditions [Chapter 3]. A substantially higher fraction of Ni2+ species
are catalytically utilized in the catalyst prepared by grafting. Notwithstanding the presence of NiO
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on Ni/SiO2, we can state with some confidence that Ni2+ ions grafted to calcined Siral-70 are more
EO-active than those grafted to amorphous SiO2. Bare Ni2+ in zeolites and Siral-70 are strong
Lewis acid sites, reflected by their DRIFTS carbonyl frequencies [10,18,Chapter 2]. The data
support the hypothesis that Ni2+ exchanges with strong Brønsted acid sites (Si-OH or Al-OH
groups of the kind not found on SiO2) and acquires strong to moderate Lewis acidity required for
high EO activity. Aluminosilicates generate strong BAS by different mechanisms, but the
underlying cause is the negative charge exhibited by tetrahedrally coordinated dispersed Al3+ ions
[24]. In summary, aluminosilicates are superior EO catalyst supports because they provide a
convenient platform for Lewis-acidic Ni2+ ions, not because BAS are required to form the active
site.

5.5. Conclusions
Ni/Siral-70 prepared by O2- and H2O-free grafting with an organometallic precursor,
Ni(acac)2, exhibits mostly Ni2+ ions which are selectively ligand exchanged with Brønsted-acidicSiOH groups. Consequently, the formation of inactive NiO species is avoided. This catalyst shows
similar activity levels to corresponding IWI-prepared sample, but with approximately half the Ni
loading. A Ni/SiO2 catalyst was also prepared by a similar grafting procedure and displays bare
Ni2+ ions grafted to weakly-acidic surface SiOH groups, as well as inactive NiO. Our results
suggest that these ions are less Lewis-acidic than those exhibited on Ni/Siral-70 and are therefore
less active in EO.
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Appendix A. Supplementary information for Chapter 2:

Figure A1: Pore size distributions of parent and Ni-H-Beta catalysts calculated by the BJH
method.

Figure A2: v(OH) DRIFT spectra of H-Beta resulting from calcination of NH4-Beta at 500 °C
and 600°C following pretreatment at 350°C in He.
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Table A1: CO DRIFTS peak proportions for Ni-Beta catalysts. Deconvolutions performed on
commercial ORIGIN software.

Figure A3: H2 TPR of Ni-NH4-Beta following pretreatment at 300°C in He monitored by TCD
and QMS (secondary axis).
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Figure A4: NH3 TPD of H-Beta following pretreatment at 500°C in He. Peak deconvolutions
performed on ORIGIN software.

Figure A5: NH3 TPD of Ni-NH4-Beta following pretreatment at 300°C in He monitored by online QMS.
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Figure A6: EO butene selectivities for Ni-Beta catalysts following activation at 300°C in N2. T
= 225°C, P = 11 bar, WHSV = 3 h-1.
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Appendix B. Supplementary information for Chapter 3:
Table B1: pH values for various parent zeolites exposed to H2O aqueous Ni(NO3)2 at 70°C.

10 cm3/g (pH measurement)
Water

0.1 M
Ni(NO3)2

H-Beta

NH4-Beta

Na-Beta

Room temp

3.5

4.5

5.5

10 min at 70 oC

3.5

4.5

5.25

Room temp

3.0

4.0

5

10 min at 70 oC

3.0

4.0

4.5

Figure B1: Correlation of TPR H2 consumption with Ni loading.
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Figure B2: Fitted TPD profiles for H-Beta and Na-Beta. Deconvolutions performed on
commercial ORIGIN software.

Figure B3: Fitted CO DRIFT spectra for all Ni-Beta catalysts. Deconvolutions performed on
commercial ORIGIN software with a Lorentzian line shape and constant FWHM.
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Appendix C. Supplementary information for Chapter 4:

Figure C1: NH3 TPD profiles of Ni/Al2O3 and Al2O3 pre-treated at 500°C in He for 30 min.

Figure C2: Skeletal DRIFT spectra of Ni/Al2O3 and Al2O3 pre-treated at 350°C in He for 60
min.
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Appendix D. Supplementary information for Chapter 5:
Temperature-programmed oxidation
TPO profiles for the grafted Ni complexes on SiO2 and SBA-15 are shown in Figure D1.
The uncalibrated mass/charge signals for O2, combustion products H2O, CO and CO2 as well as
acetylacetone, were monitored. The oxidation profiles for Ni(acac)2 grafted to SBA-15 and SiO2
are very similar with respect to peak shape and magnitude, although the SBA-15 bands are
marginally narrower. This may be related to the higher degree of structural homogeneity of
Ni(acac)2 grafted on the highly ordered SBA-15 support compared to amorphous SiO2. However,
the interaction between Ni(acac)2 and SiO2 surfaces should be the same in each case. A small,

Figure D1: TPO profiles for Ni(acac)2/Siral-70, Ni(acac)2/SiO2 and Ni(acac)2/SBA-15 following
pretreatment at 100 °C for 30 min in He.
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broad band owing to acetylacetone begins to return to baseline at 200°C, at which point well
defined peaks owing to combustion products visibly begin to form in concert with a negative O2
peak. While we would not expect significant amounts of toluene to still exist in the catalyst pores
after overnight evacuation and activation at 100°C, a contribution from the solvent cannot be ruled
out. However, we infer the majority of O2 consumption owes to the combustion of acetylacetone
formed following ligand exchange of the Ni2+ ion with the support. The combustion step appears
to be finished by 450°C. The oxidation profile for Ni(acac)2 on Siral-70 presents a different case.
Although the acetylacetone band is there, only minimal amounts of combustion products are
observed and the H2O signal not does not appear concurrent with CO2 or CO. Additionally, the O2
band does not return to baseline by 700°C. Overall this may suggest that most acetylacetone is
removed during the washing step during synthesis. Although this result is inconclusive, based on
the other TPO profiles, a post-grafting calcination temperature of 500°C was decided as
appropriate for removing organic debris left over from the grafting procedure. The detection of
acetylacetone indicates the protonation of the precursor acac ligands, suggesting that the Ni2+ ions
have ligand exchanged with the support surface.

v(OH) DRIFTS
v(OH) DRIFT spectra of the grafted catalysts and calcined supports are displayed in Figure
D2. Ni/SiO2 shows a substantial reduction of the SiOH-region peak area upon introduction of Ni2+,
which might suggest grafting of Ni2+ ions by ligand exchange with SiOH sites. However, Ni/Siral70 shows hardly any reduction at all. These facts are difficult to reconcile but might be related to
a different surface density of SiOH sites on the respective surfaces. Alternatively, Ni2+ ligandexchanged on Siral-70 may take place with H-bonded SiOH groups which do not exhibit a distinct
IR band [17].
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Figure D2: v(OH) DRIFT spectra for Ni/Siral-70 and Ni/SiO2 and calcined supports following
pretreatment at 350°C for 1 h in H
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